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Chapter 4 

Labelling of textile products
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92 | Chapter 4

4.1 Introduction

Shin states that the most accessible way of obtaining information about products is by the use 
of product labels456. As noted in Chapter 3, appropriate information should be supplied through 
a comprehensive label to help consumers make a deliberate choice regarding their product and 
further to protect the consumer against unfair commercial practices that affect their economic 
behaviour. As some legal scholars457 noted, information provisions are instruments to achieve 
consumer self-determination and to maximise the choice of the consumer. Pre-contractual 
information counterbalances the consumer’s weaker position and helps to bring the consumer 
on a par with the trader. The obvious reason for compelling a business to provide information to 
consumers is to ensure that consumers are sufficiently equipped to engage in rational market 
behaviour458. Moreover, in order for the consumers to be able to choose between various options 
available on the market, they need to be adequately informed about the products and their 
characteristics. In this regard, Ben-Shahar et al.459 note that nowadays information provisions are 
the ‘standard staple of consumer protection’ and probably the most common legislation technique 
in the field of EU consumer law. From this perspective, imposing duties of disclosure is a means of 
promoting rational consumer decision-making and consumer empowerment460.

From the perspective of traders, labels have their advantages as well. Labels are a means to 
draw attention to products and increase revenues for businesses461. Consumer interests and 
business interests therefore need not point in different directions here. From the perspective of 
governments, labels can be an useful instrument in the realisation of particular policy objectives, 
such as empowering consumers. Most importantly for the given context, they might change the 
behaviour of the T&C industry as well as of consumers. Requiring the T&C industry to make use of 
labels may ensure that consumers are supplied with adequate and reliable product information. 
In turn, this could then enable consumers to make more rational decisions when it comes to 
purchasing textile products. 

Moreover, when a label is designed correctly and is recognisable, well understood, reliable 
and perceived as essential by consumers, labelling of products can influence the purchasing 
behaviour of consumers462. Thus, labels might be a powerful information tool to guide and change 
456 Shin, S. ‘Consumers’ use of care-label information in the laundering of apparel products’, Journal of the Textile Institute (2000-1), 
p. 20-28.
457 Howells, G, Micklitz, H-W & Wilhelmsson, T. ‘Towards a better understanding of unfair commercial practices’, International Journal 
of Law and Management 2009-2, p. 69-90. 
458 Wilhelmsson, T. & Twigg-Flesner, C. ‘Pre-contractual information duties in the acquis communautaire’ European Review of Contract 
Law (2006) 2 , p. 441-447.
459 Ben-Shahar, O. & Schneider, C.E. More than you wanted to know: The Failure of Mandated Disclosure, Princeton University Press 
(2014), p. 5-6.
460 Micklitz, H.W., Stuyck, J. & Terryn, E. Cases, materials and text on consumer law. Hart (2010). p. 215. 
See also Busch, C. ‘The Future of Pre-Contractual Information Duties: From Behavioural Insights to Big Data.’ (2015). Research 
Handbook on EU Consumer and Contract Law (Edward Elgar Publishing 2016), p. 2.
461 Stern, P.C. ‘Information, Incentives, and Pro-Environmental Consumer Behaviour.’ Journal of Consumer Policy 22, no. 4 (1999), p. 
461-478. 
462 European Commission Retail Forum for Sustainability Issue Paper no 7, 2011, p. 1. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/
etudes/IDAN/2015/565904/EPRS_IDA(2015)565904_EN.pdf> last viewed on 18 December 2016. 
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consumer behaviour towards, for example, sustainable choices463. However, with the magnitude 
of information and symbols on textile labels due to mandatory and voluntary rules, consumers 
could become overwhelmed and unsure about which information to trust464. Moreover, as noted 
in Chapter 1, the information provision by means of labelling of textile products varies from one 
Member State to another. Therefore, it is essential to properly inform the consumer about the 
products and the characteristics in order for them to make an informed choice of the various 
options of textile products available on the consumer market within the EU.

4.2 Objective

The objective of this chapter is to analyse whether existing EU legislation related to textile 
labelling safeguards consumers’ right to accurate and clear information about the properties of 
textile products. In addition to the foregoing, this chapter aims to give an answer to the following 
sub-question: In what way do self-regulatory (voluntary) labelling schemes safeguard consumers’ 
rights to accurate and clear information on T&C labels? 

As already mentioned in Chapter 1.3, the labelling requirements that will be elaborated are the 
following:
1. Care labelling; 
2. Chemical substance labelling;
3. CSR labelling;
4. Size labelling;
5. Country of origin labelling.

The traditional way of providing such information is by a sewn-in label in the fabric of the textile 
product and a hangtag. In addition to these traditional ways of informing consumers, information 
may also be disclosed to the consumer by way of electronic labelling. In theory, electronic labelling 
could facilitate provision of all information traditionally provided on physical labels465. For this 
reason, where appropriate, also the form in which the information is provided will be addressed 
in this chapter. In the next sections, the following is analysed:
 • The current legal situation in the EU related to applicable labelling requirements or labelling 

systems at EU level (see further under ‘Current situation’). The outline is based on desk research 
on the EU’s policy but also on interviews conducted with the representatives of the European 
Parliament’s Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection and the industry 
organisation MODINT (see Annex III for a list of interviews).

463 Ibidem. 
464 Ibidem.
465 GS1. ‘Advantages of RFID for the retail industry.’ Brussels 2014, www.GS1.org. Interview Enzo Blonk, see Appendix IV.
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 • The opinion and view of consumers and consumer organisations in the EU regarding the 
labelling policy. The analysis is based on both desk research and surveys of consumers (more 
than 3,500 respondents) in the Netherlands and other Member States466. 

 • The opinions and views of the T&C industry and industry organisation in the EU regarding textile 
and clothing labels. This section elaborates on the findings of interviews with representatives 
of the European textile industry, aforementioned studies of the EC Directorate-General 
Enterprise and Industry and of the European Parliament’s Committee on Internal Market and 
Consumer Protection. 

 • Finally, in the Textile labelling & Consumer law sections below, horizontal legislation has been 
taken as the starting point for a discussion of each separate labelling requirement. Identifying 
the applicable sector legislation for textile products may be complicated since the applicable 
horizontal legislation discussed in this chapter may include other product categories than 
textiles and clothing. 

This chapter concludes with a discussion about the applicability of the findings and by answering 
the question about in what way do voluntary labelling schemes safeguard consumers’ right to 
accurate and reliable information.

4.3 Care labelling

4.3.1 Current situation
A care label can be defined as a permanent label or a hangtag containing regular care information 
and instructions467. According to Merwe et al. effective labelling entails conveying specific and 
accurate instructions for the use and care of textiles and clothing products468. The primary 
responsibility for supplying the aforementioned information lies with the textile industry. 
Originally, care labels were developed to benefit clothing manufacturers by adding written 
care instructions on labels. This offered manufacturers legal protection from consumers who 
improperly laundered their clothing and then claimed compensation from the manufacturers 
arguing that the clothing did not meet their legitimate expectations469. This then evolved into 
the inclusion of care symbols on the labels. According to Yan et al., care symbols were supposed to 
overcome deficiencies of written languages, as consumers were often confused about the correct 
care methods. The symbols were meant to indicate certain proper laundering and care processes 
466 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010). <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/
etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’(2013), <http://www.industrialleurope.eu/Sectors/ TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20-%20
final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
See also European Fashion Business School TMO, research conducted by Berg Van der, M., & Streelder, P., PE 429.992,(2012). Diender, 
S., Velten, A., PE 0410.0002, (2013), Jacobs, L., Verveld, K., PE0410-0003 (2014). Available upon request.
467 Merwe, D., Bosman, M., Ellis, S., Colff, N., & Warnock, M. ‘Consumers’ knowledge of textile label information: an exploratory 
investigation.’ International Journal of Consumer Studies 38, no. 1 (2014), p. 18-24.
468 Ibidem. 
469 Yan, R. N., Yurchisin, J. & Watchravesringkan, K. ‘Use of care labels: linking need for cognition with consumer confidence and 
perceived risk’, Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management: An International Journal 12.4 (2008), p. 532-544. 
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in order to avoid any irreversible damage to the products470. In order to further address this 
problem, the industry began to the draw attention of consumers by attaching additional labels to 
products. The British company Sealskinz did this for its waterproof and breathable products. Due 
to the fact that these products contain a waterproof ‘Moisture Vapor Transpiration’ membrane, 
additional care instructions are required, as they need a specific wash treatment. The company 
therefore has care instructions on the packaging and attached to their product labels471.

Moreover, the T&C industry placed emphasis on care methods information obtained from 
clothing labels due to consumer complaints and legal claims against it related to colour change, 
deformation and damage of fabrics caused by laundering472. 

The International Fabricare Institute (IFI), the trade association for professional dry cleaners, stated 
that the textile care industry experiences that a indicated method of care on clothing labels is not 
always the most appropriate for the given textile product. According to the Institute, all too often 
the scenario described in the following box occurs. 

Box 4.1 International Fabricare Institute473

‘A customer’s clothing is damaged in cleaning even though the dry cleaner followed the care 
instructions. Because the care instructions were followed the cleaner informs the customer that 
they should return the clothing to the retailer because the manufacturer did not provide adequate 
or proper instructions. The retailer tells the customer, “If the dry cleaner were a professional and 
handled the clothing properly it would not have been damaged”. 

The customer then returns to the dry cleaner unsatisfied and, to say the least, unhappy. The dry 
cleaner pays the customer, not because he felt that he was responsible, but to retain the business. 
Still, the customer often loses faith in the dry cleaner’s ability to do a good job’.

Thus, according to the dry cleaners’ organisation, the accuracy and reliability of the method of 
care provided by the textile industry could be questioned both then and now. Another fact is 
that the European care label regime consists primarily of voluntary care labelling requirements. In 
general, two standardised care label systems are in place, viz. the ASTM D5489-14 and ISO 3758/
GINETEX (hereafter GINETEX). The ISO 3758 standard474 on the care symbols was developed by 
GINETEX, the International Association for Textile Care Labelling. ASTM is another standardised 

470 Ibidem.
471 See <https://www.sealskinz.com/UK/product-care>last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
472 Shin, S. ‘Consumers’ use of care-label information in the laundering of apparel products’, Journal of the Textile Institute (2000-1), 
p. 20-28.
473 Scalco, M., ‘Care Labeling and the Fabric Care Industry’, International Fabric Care Institute, 2012, <http://infohouse.p2ric.org/
ref/51/50048.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
474 ISO 3758:2012 establishes a system of graphic symbols, intended for use in the marking of textile products and for providing 
information on the most severe treatment that does not cause irreversible damage to the product during the textile care process, 
and specifies the use of these symbols in care labeling. 
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development organisation, which created a Standard Guide for Care Symbols for Care Instructions 
on Textile Products475. Negotiations are ongoing to harmonise the two major systems, ASTM and 
GINETEX, into a universal symbol system for care instructions476. It remains the decision of the 
Member States whether to adopt the GINETEX, the ASTM or their own symbol system for care 
instructions477. 

In the next box, an idea is given about the plethora of care symbols that consumers may fi nd on a 
textile product as a result of the fact that care label systems are not harmonised478. 

Box 4.2 Care label Tommy Hilfi ger Europe Collection, November 2014

GINETEX has devised an internationally applicable care labelling system for textiles based on 
symbols. The pictograms used are registered trademarks in most countries and are protected by 
the intellectual property rights of GINETEX479. The care symbols used in GINETEX illustrate fi ve 
main treatments and appear in the order of washing, bleaching, drying, ironing and professional 
textile care. The standard established a system of graphic symbols intended for use in the marking 
of textile products and for providing information on the most severe treatment that does not 
cause irreversible damage to the product during the textile care process480.

475 See <www.astm.org> last viewed on 15 January 2017.
476 See <http://www.ginetex.net/fi les/pdf/2015/GINETEX%20Neswletter%20No.%2010%202015.pdf> last viewed on 8 January 
2017.
477 Pullen, J.A., ‘Status Report from ASTM’s Care Labeling Committee, American Society for Testing and Materials’, 31-05-2012; www. 
epa.gov., viewed on 15 January 2015.
478 Please note that the indication US concerns the ASTM care symbols, the indication EU concerns the GINETEX care symbols and 
Korea, Japan Taiwan en China created their own mandatory care labelling symbols.
479 In 1990 GINETEX allowed ISO to incorporate the symbols into the ISO 3758 standard. The ISO 3758 in turn was adopted by CEN 
as a European standard ISO EN 37584.
480 Intertek, ‘Care Labelling, Caring about the consumers beyond the label’, 2012, p. 2. 
The fi rst and second editions ISO 3758 were published in 1991 and 2005. The third edition ISO 3758:2012 replaces the previous 
version of the standard.
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4.3.2 Care labelling vs. consumers & consumer organisations
The findings of existing research indicate that in the current system consumers encounter 
different care symbols within the EU as no mandatory care labelling requirement at an EU level 
is in place481. As noted in Chapter 1, on a Member State level the regimes differ as the majority 
of Member States have voluntary regimes while the rest have mandatory regimes based on the 
GINETEX standard. 

A majority of consumers indicate that better consumer information regarding care symbols would 
influence their purchasing behaviour and ensure appropriate treatment of the textile product482. 
Yet, the study conducted by the Directorate-General for Internal Policies stated that the absence 
of a harmonised care label system is not considered to be problematic by the European consumer 
organisations BEUC and ANEC483.

By contrast, some of the national consumer organisations484 are convinced that care labelling 
should be harmonised across the EU by a mandatory care-labelling regime. In their view,485 
harmonising care symbols could strengthen consumer confidence in cross-border shopping 
by offering a common set of care instructions. Furthermore, consumer organisations are of the 
opinion that a multi-lingual care label might confuse consumers due to the absence of a single 
lingual care instruction486. It seems that the introduction of care symbols could remove the 
problem of multilingual care labels as well. 

Calisir et al.487 noted that care labels with symbols are efficient, resulting in cost savings when 
compared to written care instructions on labels. With reference to the aforementioned, abolishing 
language differences in written text on labels by replacing them with harmonised care symbols 
could reduce the number of liability claims against the industry488.

Thus, the current, voluntary system entails the risk of companies creating their own care symbols. 
The upshot of this is that consumers encounter diverse care symbols on textile products across 
the EU. With a harmonised (mandatory) regime, consumers would encounter the same care 
symbols throughout the EU. As they would be more familiar with these symbols, it seems likely 

481 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’(2013), p. 43.
<http://www.industrialleurope.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20-%20final%20report%20
Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
See also Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., Study on Labelling of Textile Products (2010), p. 10.<http://www.europarl.europa.
eu/RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOLIMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
482 Ibidem European Commission, Matrix Insight, p. 43. 
483 Ibidem Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., p. 11-12.
484 See note of ‘The Federation of German Consumer Organisations VZBV (Germany), Consumers Protection Center KEPKA (Greece) 
and Association Belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL (Belgium)’ in ‘Study of Labelling of Textile Products’ (2010), p. 23.
485 Ibidem Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., p. 11-12.
486 Ibidem.
487 Calisir, F., et al. ‘Comprehension of care label symbols: effects of age, gender, and education level.’ Proceedings of the World Congress 
on Engineering and Computer Science. (2013-2), p. 1190-1194.
488 Ibidem.
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that consumers would be more confident in selecting the appropriate instruction for caring for 
the textile product.

4.3.3 Care labelling vs. the textile industry & textile industry organisations
As indicated in Section 4.3.1, care labels were originally created to prevent liability of the T&C 
industry as written care instructions indemnified businesses against liability for faulty textile 
products that actually resulted from consumers’ mistreatment of the product489. 

The main arguments put forward by the T&C industry against the introduction of a mandatory 
system of care labels are the related costs of such a system and the risk of ‘under-labelling’490. 
‘Under-labelling’ implies that manufacturers are too careful with the instructions regarding the 
use and care of the clothing due to the fear that the issuer could be held liable for damages to 
the product as a result of washing491. Gosh et al.492 conducted research regarding under-labelling 
of textile products. They concluded that consumers are regularly advised to undertake a more 
expensive form of fabric treatment (e.g. dry-cleaning) than necessary, given the fibre composition 
of the clothing, just so that the liability of the manufacturer is limited. 

Manufacturers and retailers are obligated by law to conduct testing of chemical substances 
on finished textile and clothing products. According to Weemaes, a former representative of 
MODINT493, there is a risk that the introduction of a mandatory care label system could lead 
retailers to require manufacturers to carry out additional tests for the purpose of indicating the 
proper wash instructions as the retailer might be held liable for omitting to disclose the correct 
care instructions to the consumer. For small and medium textile manufacturers, this would 
imply additional costs. For this reason, the T&C industry is not in favour of mandatory care label 
legislation494. However, my interviews with representatives of individual textile and clothing 
companies reveal that they are actually in favour of an introduction of a EU uniform system based 
on the GINETEX symbols, since these symbols are familiar to them495. 

The main legal implication that would follow from the introduction of a mandatory scheme is 
related to the trademarks of the GINETEX symbols. The use of a mandatory scheme based on 
GINETEX symbols would lead to an increase in costs for the textile industry (see also Chapter 
1.4). As the national committees control the implementation and application of care labelling in 
their country, the license fees differ from Member State to Member State496. This suggests that 

489 Yan, R. N., Yurchisin, J. & Watchravesringkan, K. ‘Use of care labels: linking need for cognition with consumer confidence and 
perceived risk’, Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management: An International Journal 12.4 (2008), p. 532-544.
490 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A. ‘Study on Labelling of Textile Products ‘(2010), p. 14.
491 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A. ‘Study on Labelling of Textile Products’ (2010), p. 15.
492 Ghosh, S.K., Das A.B. & Bhattacharyya, R. ‘Care label issues of silk fabric.’ IRET (July 2014).
493 Interview Marieke Weemaes, former representative of the trade association MODINT, see Appendix IV.
494 See also Interview Marieke Weemaes, former representative of the trade association MODINT, see Appendix IV.
495 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., ‘Study on Labelling of Textile Products’ (2010), p. 17-19. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
See also Interview Retailers, see Appendix III.
496 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., ‘Study on Labelling of Textile Products’ (2010), p. 14.
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introducing a mandatory scheme based on the GINETEX symbols would require the trademark 
issue to be settled. Essentially, such as compulsory scheme would oblige T&C businesses to pay 
license fees to GINETEX, as a private organisation, in order to conform with the requirements of 
the legislation497. Another option to solve the GINETEX trademark issue might be the introduction 
of a self-created new EU standard care labelling instructions in alignment with the US standard 
of ASTM. The major changes necessary for this alignment would be to determine the sequence 
of symbols as well as the introduction of the use of specific words, in English, to describe the 
necessary care instructions. 

4.3.4 Care labelling & Horizontal legislation 
Accuracy of care labels is important for consumers since, if followed, it ensures the durability and 
good appearance of the textile product498. The issue being raised in this regard concerns the 
plethora of care symbols in the consumer market that may confuse the consumer and the risk of 
under-labelling499.

In the GB-INNO-BM500 case, the CJEU pointed out that “.. access to information is an essential 
requirement for the protection of the consumer”. 

The CJEU referred to the First and Second Consumer Protection Programs (1975, 1981) of the 
European Council501, stating that the protection of the economic interests of the consumer is 
to “ensure the accuracy of information provided to the consumer, but without refusing him access to 
certain information”. (emphasis added.) 

Hence, the CJEU emphasised the concept of an ‘educated consumer’ who, at least in general, 
is able to deal with trade practices and to whom more information is beneficial rather than a 
threat502. Since for an average consumer it is difficult or impossible to assess the correctness of the 
wash instruction on the care label, it is relevant that the labels are accurate and comprehensive. 
Otherwise, questionable care labels could mislead consumers. 

The fact that currently a plethora of care symbols is used, which might be regarded as confusing 
marketing, cannot be considered as an unfair commercial practice under the UCPD. However, 
the use of a multitude of care symbols might be seen as an infringement of the requirement 
that consumers must be provided with clear and intelligible information in order to make a 
transactional decision. The definition of transactional decision is found in the UCPD, Article 2(k). 
It means any decision taken by a consumer concerning “retaining or disposing of a product or 

497 Ashworth, P. P. ‘Textile care labelling.’ International Journal of Consumer Studies 2.4 (1978), p. 313-322.
498 Merwe, D., Bosman, M., Ellis, S., Colff, N., & Warnock, M. ‘Consumers’ knowledge of textile label information: an exploratory 
investigation.’ International Journal of Consumer Studies 38, no. 1 (2014), p. 18-24.
499 Ibidem Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., p. 14. 
500 Case 362/88, EU:C:1990:102 (GB-Inno-BM v. Confederation du Commerce Luxembourgeois), paragraph 16 of the judgement.
501 Chapter 2.5. See also Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., ‘Study on Labelling of Textile Products’ (2010), p. 17-19.
502 Duivenvoorde, B.B., The consumer benchmarks in the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive (2014), p. 36.
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exercising a contractual right in relation to the product, whether the consumer decides to act or to 
refrain from acting”. 

So, the plethora of care symbols might mislead the consumer as to the proper care to be applied 
to a particular textile product, and as a result the consumer may end up with a damaged product 
or even may have to dispose of the textile. 

In this context, it is also interesting to consider how trademark law perceives the misleading of 
the average consumer. The CJEU emphasised that the average consumer is unable to compare 
the marks directly and that the consumer’s level of attention depends on the type of good or 
service503. Hence, the CJEU determined that the average consumer when buying expensive and 
high-end products, in relative terms, pays more attention to the product, e.g. watches (LeClerc504) 
and electronics (Bang & Olufsen505). This is in contrast with the labelling doctrine (see Chapter 
3.4.1), according to which consumers are assumed to have carefully studied product labels and 
the characteristics of the product before purchasing. 

According to the EC Guidance on the UCPD (see Chapter 3.4.1), the reasoning applied by the 
CJEU in trademark law cases might also be used in the application of the UCPD for assessing the 
misleading character of labels506. If this is true then, just as in trademark law cases, with regard 
to misleading labels it may be argued that the consumer’s level of attention differs between 
products. More specifically, the attention is not high when it concerns everyday consumer 
products, for example, basic textile products such as underwear and socks. 
In the EC’s Study on Labelling Textile Products, the issue of under-labelling is highlighted as the 
T&C industry often prescribes a stricter and/or more costly form of treatment for the fabric to 
consumers than is actually necessary507. In this respect, the provisions of the UCPD on misleading 
commercial practices should be taken into consideration. Care labels include information about 
the main characteristics of the product, which, inter alia, could include fitness for purpose, results 
expected from its use and material features508. Thus, the trader deliberately supplies the consumer 
with incorrect information when he engages in ‘under-labelling’, which renders the consumer 
unable to make a well-informed purchase decision.

Also, the existence of contradictory instructions such as ‘dry clean only’ and ‘hand-wash cold’ 
appearing side by side on the same label could be perceived as misleading and thus unfair, as 
traders thus in fact providing incorrect or misleading material information as to the accurate wash 
instruction for the product. Even if the trader’s care label with different care instructions may be 

503 Case C-342/97, EU:C:1999:323 (Lloyd Schuhfabrik). 
504 Case T-47/03, EU:T:2006:10 (LeClerc).
505 Case T-460/05, EU:T:2007:304 (Bang & Olufsen).
506 Commission Staff Working document, Guidance on the Implementation/Apllication of Directive 2005/29/EC on Unfair Commercial 
Practices, Brussels, 3 December 2009, SEC (2009)1666, p.26.
507 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., ‘Study on Labelling of Textile Products’ (2010), p. 14. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
508 Article 2 and 6 UCPD. OJ L 149, 11.06.2005, p. 22–39.
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factually correct, it is nonetheless likely to be misleading as the average consumer would have 
been misled as to what the proper care treatment of the product is, in a way likely to cause him to 
make a different transactional decision. This can be substantiated by the fact that the majority of 
consumers indicate that better consumer information regarding care symbols would impact their 
purchasing behaviour and ensure appropriate treatment of the textile product509.

However, a certain degree of criticism is expected of the consumer regarding the confusing care 
symbols and under-labelling. Furthermore, as the AG in the case Mediaprint remarks, the consumer 
is expected to be capable of recognising the potential risk of certain commercial practices of the 
trade and to take rational action accordingly, for instance, by requesting additional information 
from the trader510. The mere fact that the information is incorrect or not complete, therefore, does 
not automatically mean that the trader is liable. Moreover, it must be kept in mind that if textile 
products are damaged, even after following the care instructions on the label, under national 
contract law and the Consumer Sales Directive511, consumers are likely to first turn to the seller of 
the textile product to obtain a remedy as the textile product would be considered defective512. In 
this respect, the chance that a consumer would hold the T&C trader liable is not particularly high.

4.4 Chemicals substances labelling 

4.4.1 Current situation 
In the textile industry, many chemicals are used in producing a finished consumer product 
from raw materials. In general, these chemicals are not intended to remain in the final textile 
products but the diversity of chemicals used in the production of raw materials responds to the 
requirements of the fabric and clothing513. The increased use of chemicals causes a risk to the 
environment and to consumer health. Allergies due to chemical substances are a growing global 
problem514. These can occur at an early age and cause other diseases to humans, which lead to a 
long-term need for treatment515. 

509 Shin, S. ‘Consumers’ use of care-label information in the laundering of apparel products’, Journal of the Textile Institute 2000-1, p. 
20-28.
510 Case C-540/08, ECLI:EU:C:2010:660 (Mediaprint).
511 Directive 2011/83/EU, OJ L 171, 07.07.1999, p. 12-16.
512 Non-conformity is covered by the Consumer Sales and Guarantees Directive 1999/44/EC on certain aspects of the sale of consumer 
goods and associated guarantees. Under Articles 3 and 5 of that Directive, the ‘seller shall be liable for any lack of conformity which 
exists at the time the goods were delivered’ and which ‘becomes apparent within two years from delivery’, i.e. within the two-year 
legal guarantee period. 
513 KEMI Swedish Chemicals Agency, ‘Chemicals in textiles’, Report 6/14, p. 33-38, <https://www.kemi.se/files/8040fb7a4f2547b7bad
522c399c0b649/report6-14-chemicals-in-textiles.pdf> Last viewed on 15 March 2017.
514 Ibidem KEMI ‘Chemicals in textiles’, p. 41-53.
515 Ibidem KEMI ‘Chemicals in textiles’, p. 41-53.
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In an attempt to control the problem of chemicals in textile products (among other things), the 
EU started in 1992 its own EU Flower Eco-label516. The goal was to create a voluntary, harmonised 
EU standard and to protect the consumer from the misuse of the term ‘organic’ by those in the 
industry wishing to engage in unfair competition. The Flower Eco-label517 contains stringent 
restrictions not only in terms of chemicals that may be present in the products marked by it but 
also on which chemicals may be used in the processing of textiles, or which may be present as 
residue or impurities in the raw textile (i.e. cotton, wool, polyester).

The following European legislative instruments are applicable regarding chemicals used in 
textile and clothing products: the AZO Dyes Directive,518 the Pentachlorophenol Commission 
Decision,519 the Nickel Release Directive,520 the FOS (Perfluorooctane sulfonates) Directive,521 the 
Dimethyl Fumarate Commission Decision522, the Organotin Compounds Commission Decision523 
and the Biocidal Products Regulation524.

The Biocidal Products Regulation is particularly relevant to this study as it incorporates pre-
existing rules about the authorisation of biocidal products but also includes a number of 
provisions relating to the marketing of products (labelling requirements)525. Biocidal textiles have 
the strongest antimicrobial effects and have initially been used in medical textiles and biological 
protective clothing; recently, they became more available in the consumer market526. 

516 Commission Decision of 5 June 2014 ‘Establishing the ecological criteria for the award of the EU Eco-label for textile products’, 
(notified under document C (2014) 3677), OJ L174/45, 13.06.2014. The regulation provides that specific eco-label criteria are 
established for product groups and that these are regularly reviewed. The criteria are divided into three main categories: textile 
fibers, processes and chemicals and fitness for use. 
517 OJ L174/45, 13.06.2014, See Annex. 
518  Directive 2002/61/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002 amending for the nineteenth time Council 
Directive 76/769/EEC relating to restrictions on the marketing and use of certain dangerous substances and preparations (azo 
colorants). 
The AZO Colorants Directive specifies that azo dyes (now on REACH Restricted Substances List) which may release one or more of 
the 22 aromatic amines in detectable concentrations, above 30 ppm, in the finished product or in the dyed components may not be 
used in textile and leather products which may come into direct and prolonged contact with the human skin or oral cavity.
519  Commission Decision 94/783/EC of 14 September 1994 concerning the prohibition of pentachlorophenol (PCP) notified by 
Germany, OJ (1994) L 316/43. 
Due to its toxicity to the aquatic environment, pentachlorophenol (PCP) is banned in textile products worldwide.
520 Commission Directive 2004/96/EC of 27 September amending Council Directive 76/769/EEC as regards restrictions on the 
marketing and use of nickel piercing post assemblies for the purpose of adapting its Annex I to technical progress, OJ L 301, 
28.09.2004. This Directive was issued on 27 September 2004 and implemented from 1 September 2005. 
521 Directive 2006/122/EC of European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006 amending for the 30th time Council 
Directive 76/769/EEC on the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States relating to 
restrictions on the marketing and use of certain dangerous substances and preparations (perfluorooctane sulfonates), OJ L 372/32, 
27.12.2006. This Directive entered into force from 27 June 2008.
522 Commission Decision 2009/251/EC of 17 March 2009 requiring Member States to ensure that products containing the biocide 
dimethylfumarate are not placed or made available on the market, (2009) OJ L 74/32.
523 Commission Decision of May 2009 amending Council Directive 76/769/EEC as regards restrictions on the marketing and use of 
organ stannic compounds for the purpose of adapting its Annex I to technical progress, Directive 2009/425/EC, OJ L138/11. 
In the textile industry, organotin compound have been used for preventing the bacterial degradation of sweat and the corresponding 
unpleasant odour of socks, shoes and sport clothes.
524 Regulation (EU) No 528/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2012 concerning the making available on 
the market and use of Biocidal Products, OJ L 167, 27.06.2012.
525 Bergman, P. ‘Verifying the Efficacy of Biocidal Products and Treated Articles: a comparative study of regulatory techniques.’ (2015) 
p. 9-15.
526 Cerrada, M. ‘Polymeric Materials with Antimicrobial Activity: From Synthesis to Applications.’ Vol. 10. Royal Society of Chemistry 
(2013), p. 143-144.
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Consumer textile products, such as antimicrobial socks with Biocidal properties, require additional 
label requirements527. Inter alia, the label should supply adequate information regarding the 
Biocidal properties of the product with regard to how it reacts to possible skin contact and the 
effects of its release into the environment. Furthermore, the label must be clearly visible, well 
written in the Member State’s language, be legible and appropriately durable. Any claim that 
the product possesses Biocidal properties should be substantiated528. This last issue is discussed 
further in this chapter.

In February 2013, the EC published a study about the link between allergic reactions and 
chemicals in textile products529. The study concludes that it is difficult to determine the number 
of persons suffering from allergic reactions to chemicals in textile products. This is partly because 
the available data are out-dated and the patients in the conducted studies were selected on the 
basis of various criteria, which makes the results from these studies difficult to compare. Cardoso, 
a policy officer at the EC, stated that uncertainty remains about the actual release and the safe 
threshold concentration of levels of sensitizing and irritating chemical substances on finished 
textile products530. This makes it difficult to gather accurate and relevant information about risks 
for consumers. Therefore, the EC advises the T&C industry to inform the consumer of the risk of 
remaining chemicals in the finish of the fabric and to suggest to the consumer to “wash the textile 
product before wearing” to ensure that the consumer reduces or even eliminates the remaining 
chemical substances in the finish of the textile product531.

Notwithstanding the conclusion of the aforementioned study of the EC, which seems to indicate 
no need for concern about chemicals used in textiles, the Swedish Chemical Agency (KEMI) 
suggested that the Member States should consider the introduction of a textile label for products 
containing Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC label)532. KEMI noted as problematic the fact 
that consumers often lack the necessary information at the time they decide which products to 
buy and that there is no legal requirement to pass the obligation to provide such information 
down the chain to recyclers or waste management companies. According to the European 
Apparel and Textile Confederation, Euratex, which represents the interests of the European T&C 
industry, the recommendation of KEMI is “unfounded, not justified and prejudicial to the European 
textile industry. It will only cause additional costs with debatable additional benefits”533. 

527 OJ L167, 27.06. 2012.
528 Article 58 (3) BPR, OJ L 167, 27.06.2012.
529 De Wolf, K., Devaere, S. & Albrecht, E. ‘Study on the Link Between Allergic Reactions and Chemicals in Textile Products’ (2013),
<http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/10481/attachments/1/translations> last viewed on 17 March 2017.
530 See Interview European Commission Julio Cardoso 2014, see Appendix IV.
531 Ibidem.
532 www.kemi.se; www.report no 3/13 (2013), p. 36-46. <https://www.kemi.se/global/rapporter/2013/rapport-3-13-textiles.pdf> last 
viewed on 15 March 2017. 
533 See Common Position on the Swedish Chemical Agency Discussion. <http://euratex.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/images/position_
papers/position_papers_2014/EURATEX_ETAD_TEGEWA_position_on_KEMI_report_-nov-2014.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
See also ‘Strengthening the Existing Information Requirements in Reach and Exploring the Possibilities of Labelling Hazardous 
Substances in Textiles, p. 5. <http://euratex.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/images/position_papers/position_papers_2014/EURATEX_
ETAD_TEGEWA_position_on_KEMI_report_-nov-2014.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
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However, research conducted by both Greenpeace534 and BEUC members535 shows that hazardous 
chemicals have been found in children’s clothes and shoes producted by major brands including 
Disney, Burberry and Adidas. This shows that such information is clearly not passed on willingly.

4.4.2 Chemical substances labelling vs. consumers & consumer organisations
Consumer surveys reveal that consumers regard information on a label concerning its potential 
allergenic effects as very important536. Among consumers, there is a growing awareness and 
concern over the real or potential safety issues related to the presence of chemicals in products. 
This includes an increased knowledge of the hazards associated with chemicals used in the textile 
and clothing industry537. 

As a result of rapid technological progress, consumer organisations are concerned that the 
chemical substances contained in textile products are not adequately reported and might pose 
a serious threat to human health538. ANEC and BEUC stated that the area of chemical substances 
is an area of great concern, mainly in the field of nanotechnologies539. The amount of chemicals 
used in the production of textiles integrated with nanotechnology is relatively high. Consumer 
organisations call for clear definitions of nanotechnologies and for research on safety, health and 
environmental risks of nano materials, which could then be used for a risk assessment procedure. 
This has been prioritised by the EC since it has been reported that inhaled nano-products can 
reach the blood and may reach other target sites such as the liver, heart or blood cells.

Consumer organisations highlighted the importance of labels as an instrument for informing 
consumers. However, the disclosure of chemical risks information on a label does not imply 
that consumers are able to figure out the risk of chemical substances products or make a safety 
evaluation on the basis of the information provided on labels540. Therefore, according to the EC, 
labelling requirements for products should not be considered sufficient or an adequate substitute 
for substantive measures such as compulsory ‘pre-market safety assessment systems’541. 

534 www.greenpeace.org, press release 14 January 2014, <http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/press/releases/2014/New-
study-finds-toxic-monsters-lurking-in-childrens-clothing1/> last viewed on 17 January 2017.
535 See <http://www.beuc.org/press-media/news-events/beuc-members-test-shows-children’s-multiple-exposure-chemicals/>Last 
viewed on 17 January 2017.
536 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’(2013), <http://www.industrialleurope.eu/Sectors/ 
TCL/ 2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20-%20final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
537 Legislation, such as REACH in the European Union and California Proposition 65 in the US established requirements for disclosure 
of products containing chemicals into markets. 
See also Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010). <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
538 See <http://ec.europa.eu/health/scientific_committees/opinions_layman/en/nanotechnologies/l-3/6-health-effects-nano-
particles.htm> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
539 Nanotechnology is used to improve textile-manufacturing processes including nano-fibre spinning, fibre-processing, dyeing and 
finishing.
540 Linden A.L. & Carlsson-Kanyama, A. , ‘Globalisation of markets and products: a challenge for environmental policy’, International 
Journal of Environment and Sustainable Development (2007-4), p. 473-487. 
541 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 6. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
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Based on the above, a standardised chemical label could be an important instrument to provide 
information to consumers and create consumer awareness of the benefits of labels542. In my 
opinion, this poses a challenge for the textile industry to provide the used chemical information in 
a textile product in such a way that the consumer can easily understand the chemical substances 
information. This can include, for instance, additional (warning) hangtags or an electronic label on 
the textile product enabling easy access to information that is posted on the company’s website. 
However, in a study conducted by Fransson and Molander regarding chemicals in textiles, it was 
concluded that consumers rarely ask about chemicals and that when they do, it is normally shortly 
after an incident has been highlighted in the media543. They also noted that company policies 
on chemical substances labelling differ among textile companies. This suggests that labelling 
requirements alone cannot adequately safeguard consumers’ interests regarding protection from 
chemical substances.

4.4.3 Chemical substances labelling vs. the textile industry & textile industry 
organisations
Textile supply chains are often long and complex and the flow of chemical information in the 
supply chains is generally not adequate. As Fransson and Molander already noted, representatives 
of the textile industry indicate that there is a poor demand among their consumers for the 
labelling of used chemicals544. According to the study conducted by Matrix Insight, the British 
industry representative considered that it is not efficient to use labelling as an instrument in 
relation to chemicals as the information pertaining to chemicals is too complex for the consumer 
to comprehend. 

In general, consumers consider other aspects of the textile product essential, such as design, 
quality and price of the product545. It has been suggested that a reason for poor consumer 
demand for a chemical substances label is that chemicals in textiles have not been considered by 
consumers to be dangerous to their health546. This view was supported in an interview with an 
expert working at the EC547. However, this contradicts other sources, which are outlined below. 
Borjeson et al.548 noted that the environmental and health impact of textile production is high 
and risks caused by the use of hazardous chemicals are evident at several steps along the 
supply chain. From manufacturers’ point of view, there is a shortage of knowledge and data on 
542 Ibidem Linden A.L. & Carlsson-Kanyama, A., p. 473-487.
543 Fransson, K. & Molander S., ‘Handling chemical risk information in international textile supply chains’, Journal of Environmental 
Planning and Management, vol. 56, no 3, (April 2013), p. 345-361.
544 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’(2013), p. 85. <http://www.industriall-europe.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20-%20
final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
See also Interview Marieke Weemaes, former representative of the trade association MODINT, Appendix IV.
545 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 32. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
546 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and 
clothing products’(2013), <http://www.industriall-europe.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20
-%20final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
547 Interview Julio Cardosa, see Appendix IV.
548 Börjeson, N., Gilek, M., & Karlsson, M. Knowledge challenges for responsible supply chain management of chemicals in textiles–as 
experienced by procuring organisations. Journal of Cleaner Production, 107 (2015), p. 130-136.
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the properties of most substances used on the market and in the textile industry549. This is true 
especially with regard to the potential combination (or ‘cocktail’) effects of mixtures of substances 
used in textile products, as those combined effects may be even more problematic than the 
effects of the separate substances used550. The applicable regulatory frameworks are not globally 
coordinated and neglect to provide control mechanisms, which results in a problematic situation 
in the T&C supply chain. The international initiatives in the SAICM programme “Chemicals in 
Products” took a step forward to improve the information exchange along the supply chain551. 
As the Programme noted, information exchange is one key factor for enabling actors to avoid 
hazardous chemicals and to manage risks to users and the environment552. The need for better 
communication throughout the product chain has been identified and the overall aim of this 
initiative is to facilitate informed decision-making in relation to this issue553. 

Many textile companies fear that chemical labelling would be harmful for their businesses554. 
They state that their brand name should stand for safety and environmentally friendly products. 
Other companies feel that a chemical substances ‘warning’ label on some of their products would 
somehow signal that all of their products contained dangerous chemical substances555.

At the same time, empirical research reveals that the T&C industry uses additional (disclaimer) 
tags regarding the chemical process used in the finish of the textile product (this issue will be 
expanded on in the next chapter). It appears that to these companies the fact that a chemical 
disclaimer label could be harmful for their businesses, as Fransson and Molander stated, is 
probably not so much of an issue since their consumers seem to value more the fact that the 
information is conveyed to them556. 

Obviously, the main goal of the disclaimer tag is to protect the company from the liability claims of 
consumers, which may result from the harm suffered due to the presence of chemical substances 
in the finishing of the fabric557. Nevertheless, the fact that textile and clothing companies are 

549 Assmuth, T. et al. ‘Risk management and Governance of chemicals in articles. Case study textiles.’ (2011), vol. 16, p. 12-80.
See also Boström, M. et al. ‘Towards responsible procurement in relation to chemical risks in textiles? Findings from an interview 
study.’ (2011), p. 19-21;
Boström, M. et al. ‘Responsible procurement and complex product chains: the case of chemical risks in textiles.’ Journal of 
Environmental Planning and Management 55.1 (2012), p. 95-111.
550 Ibidem Boström, M. et al. ‘Responsible procurement and complex product chains: the case of chemical risks in textiles.’ Journal of 
Environmental Planning and Management 55.1 (2012), p. 95-111.
551 SAICM, ‘A Synthesis of Findings Under the UNEP/IOMC Project on Information on Chemicals in Products UNEP/DTIE Chemicals 
Branch’, 19 June 2012, p. 25-41.
<http://www.saicm.org/images/saicm_documents/iccm/ICCM3/Meeting%20documents/INF%20Documents/ICCM3_INF20_
CiP%20Project%20synthesis%20report.pdf> Last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
552 Ibidem SAICM. 
553 IOMC, ‘The Business Case for knowing chemicals in products and supply chains’ (October 2014) <http://www.unep.org/
chemicalsandwaste/Portals/9/CiP/Documents/CiPBusiness Case_Advance.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
554 Fransson, K. & Molander S., ‘Handling chemical risk information in international textile supply chains’, Journal of Environmental 
Planning and Management, Vol. 56, no 3, April 2013, p. 345-361.
555 Ibidem.
556 Ibidem.
557 Yan, R. N., Yurchisin, J. & Watchravesringkan, K. ‘Use of care labels: linking need for cognition with consumer confidence and 
perceived risk’, Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management: An International Journal 12.4 (2008), p. 532-544. 
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placing disclaimer tags on clothing products may be an indication that these companies supply 
consumers with relevant information about chemical contents of textile products, for example, 
the special coating on trousers.

4.4.4 Chemical substances labelling & Horizontal legislation
The GPSD558 deals with safe products and measures to be taken when products lead to risks to 
human health. For example, there is a general obligation to ensure that products in the consumer 
market should be safe (Article 1.1). It contains rules on the provision of information to users, 
rapid intervention procedures in case of unsafe products (such as recalls), as well as on market 
surveillance and exchange of information between authorities in the Member States (RAPEX 
system). 

At the same time, the GPSD does not apply (Article 1.2) to products subject to specific safety 
requirements imposed by Community law insofar as the risks or categories of risks covered by 
the specific legislation are concerned, such as the Biocidal Regulation. For example, if a specific 
directive regulates chemical risks related to a type of product but not to other types of risks 
(such as mechanical risk or noise), the GPSD only applies to the latter types of risk. The Directive 
includes a definition of when a product is considered to be a safe product and, importantly, sets 
out that, when there are no national rules, the safety of the product is to be assessed according to, 
among others, European standards559. The GPSD is less relevant in the field of disclosing chemical 
information by means of labels560. Based on the GPSD, the EU Commission may decide on a 
temporary ban for marketing of products that can cause serious risk to the health and safety of 
consumers. However, legislation is not very extensive in this field and consumers may be exposed 
to toxic dyes and other hazardous chemicals, even without them knowing about them.

The UCPD does not regulate in detail what is required of a trader with regard to the verification of 
the claims he makes; this is left to national law to determine. However, the trader who makes the 
claim that there are no chemicals or only certain chemicals used in its products is responsible for 
the claim being correct and has to be able to substantiate it561. The method of verification is not 
regulated in detail in the Directive and has to be decided on a case-by-case basis. For example, a 
claim that a Biocidal product has a positive effect, for example, an antibacterial effect, is qualified 
as an environmental claim562. The UCPD does not provide specific rules on environmental claims, 
but it does provide a legal basis to ensure that traders do not present environmental claims in ways 

558 Directive 2001/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 December 2001 on general product safety, OJ L 11, 
15.01.2002, p. 4–17.
559 OJ L 11, 15.01.2002. Article 2(b). 
See also Purnhagen, K. & Rott, P. eds. Varieties of European Economic Law and Regulation: Liber Amicorum for Hans Micklitz. Vol. 3. 
Springer, 2014, p. 525-529.
560 See also Chapter 4.4.1.
561 See Articles 6, 7 and 12 of the UCPD, OJ L 149, 11.06.2005, p. 22–39.
562 Bergman, P. ‘Verifying the Efficacy of Biocidal Products and Treated Articles: a comparative study of regulatory techniques.’ (2015) 
p. 9-15.
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that are unfair to consumers. There are also standards for environmental claims that can guide the 
application of the legislation. These will be discussed in more detail in the next subsection on CSR.
Furthermore, regarding the presence of chemicals in the finish of textile products, the following 
can be argued. In the framework of the UCPD, the trader is failing (omitting) to provide sufficient 
information about the product or provides it in an unclear, unintelligible, ambiguous or untimely 
manner. As a result of this approach taken by the trader, a different purchase decision is likely to 
be taken by the average consumer563. If the trader had disclosed the use of certain chemicals, 
the consumer might not have purchased a given good. Therefore, the lack of proper chemical 
labelling may constitute an unfair commercial practice.

Concerning the protection of the health and safety of consumers, for example, through the 
danger of the presence of chemical residue in the finish of a clothing product, particular caution 
is required from companies (professionals) that specifically target vulnerable consumers (such as 
fashion textiles for children or the elderly) because their bodies are more sensitive to chemical 
substances. For example, the elderly may be particularly vulnerable to practices connected with 
dyeing, and finishing agents may irritate sensitive skin, especially if the skin is abraded564. If 
information pertaining to such effects of finishing agents is missing, these vulnerable consumers 
may purchase textile products that are not suitable to their specific needs. This implies that the 
UCPD can be deployed as it offers protection to consumers who may be particularly vulnerable 
to the product and whose economic behaviour may, as a result of the commercial practice in 
question, be distorted. The misleading character of a commercial practice will be assessed 
from the perspective of an average member of that group whose vulnerability the trader could 
reasonably be expected to foresee. Moreover, as the test is objective, it is not necessary that the 
trader actually foresaw the effect (or likely effect) on vulnerable consumers, only that he could 
reasonably have been expected to foresee it565.

4.5 Corporate Social Responsibility labelling 

4.5.1 Current situation
The clothing and textile industry uses vast amounts of natural resources, such as water, oil and 
land. The World Bank estimates that textile dyeing and treatment contribute up to 20 percent 
of total industrial water pollution566. The production of clothing requires approximately one 
third of the world’s fresh water resources. The clothing and textile industry is one of the world’s 
major energy consumers. Fuel consumption in textile mills is almost directly proportional to the 

563 Van Boom, W.H., Garde, A., & Akseli, O. ‘Introduction to ‘The European Unfair Commercial Practices Directive’, Van Boom, Garde & 
Akseli, the European Unfair Commercial Practices Directive-Impact, Enforcement Strategies and National Legal Systems (Ashgate 2014), 
p. 10-16.
564 Meinander, H. & Varheenmaa, M. ‘Clothing and textiles for disabled and elderly people’, Vtt Tiedotteita (2002), p. 37.
565 Recital 18 and 19 and Art 5(2) (3) UCPD, OJ L 149, 11.06.2005, p. 22–39.
566 Heida, L., Yale Environment 360, Yale Education (12 June 2014) <http://e360.yale.edu/features/can_waterless_dyeing_processes_
clean_up_clothing_industry_pollution> last viewed on 29 January 2017.
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amount of water consumed567. Not surprisingly, environmental concerns constitute a first pillar 
of the debate regarding CSR. The second pillar pertains to social concerns. In 2014, a report 
was published568 about child labour and ‘modern slavery’ in Indian spinning mills that supply 
to well-known garment brands clothing companies. The report drew a lot of public attention. 
Subsequently, the Council of the EU stressed that business activities in partner countries should 
respect human and labour rights and promote decent labour work569. The Council has requested 
to strengthen the external dimension of the forthcoming revised EU Strategy for Corporate Social 
Responsibility, and the European Parliament noted in a briefing to initiate on a label for textiles 
and clothing produced according to social and environmental standards570. Initiatives have also 
been taken at Member State level. A notable example is the fact that the Dutch government, 
along with a group of trade organisations and NGOs, announced a textile covenant in March 
2016571. The aim of the covenant is to prevent child labour and improve poor working conditions 
and low wages in textile producing countries such as Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Turkey.
The EC defines CSR as:

“A concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business 
operations and in their interaction with the stakeholders on a voluntary basis”572. 

CSR labelling is a method of differentiating products that meet social (ethical) and ecological (label 
scheme) standards with respect to other products. The eco and social labels are special quality 
marks awarded by public or private organisations. These organisations aim to inform consumers 
and promote products that are not harmful to humans and are environmentally friendly while 
having comparable usability and functional qualities573. In general, specific words are used, such 
as environmental label, eco-label and social-label. CSR labels aim to enhance the information 
provided to consumers and subsequently create more transparency about the supply chain of 
the product. The label providers hope that consumers prefer the ‘social’ products to other, often 
cheaper, products574. 

Many countries across the EU have introduced CSR products or business ‘labels’ to help consumers 
make informed choices about their purchases575. Some countries (e.g. Greece, Bulgaria and 
Slovakia) have recently begun to introduce such labels and to inform consumers what these labels 

567 Ibidem.
568 ‘Flawed Fabrics’ (2014) <http://www.indianet.nl/pdf/FlawedFabrics.pdf> last viewed on 29 January 2017. 
569 Communication from the Commission. ‘A Renew EU Strategy for Corporate Social Responsibility’, Brussels, 25.10.2011, COM 2011 
681 final, p. 4-6.
570 European Parliament Briefing ‘European Workers’ conditions in the textile and clothing sector: just an Asian affair? Issues at stake 
after the ‘Rana Plaza’ tragedy’ (August 2014). <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/EPRS/140841REV1-Workers-conditions-in-the-textile-
and-clothing-sector-just-an-Asian-affair-FINAL.pdf> last viewed 25 January 2017.
571 See <http://eu-roadmap.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Plenary-B-Garment-Covenant-Press-Release-by-Social-Economic-
Council.pdf> last viewed on 25 july 2016.
572 Commission of the European Communities. ‘Promoting a European framework for Corporate Social Responsibility’, Brussels, 
18.07.2001. COM (2001) 366 final, p. 6-7.
573 Hartlieb S. & Jones B. ‘Humanising business through ethical labelling: Progress and paradoxes in the UK.’ Journal of Business Ethics 
88.3 (2009), p. 583-600. 
574 Stefańska, M., & Wanat, T. ‘Is it Worth to Invest in CSR? The Relationship between CSR and Store Image in Retailing (January 24, 
2013), p. 4-5.
575 Olsen, B. E., & Sørensen, K. E. ‘Strengthening the Enforcement of CSR Guidelines: Finding a New Balance between Hard Law and 
Soft Law’, Legal Issues of Economic Integration (2014), p. 9-35.
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mean576. On the one hand, CSR labels could be an eff ective tool that enables communication 
with consumers and a major factor driving their purchasing decisions577. On the other hand, 
these frequently cause confusion and frustration is seen in the market. Koszewska indicates that 
consumers expect more transparent and clearer information in this area. The problem is that 
globally more than 450 eco-labels exist in 197 countries and 25 industry sectors578, with more 
than 100 labels covering textile products. Therefore, the number of eco-labels for textile products 
seems overwhelming. Considering the great number of ecological labels and other labels, 
consumers encounter diffi  culties distinguishing between them579. Box 4.3 provides an overview 
of the most popular labels covering the T&C industry.

Box4.3 Ecolabels580

576 Martinuzzi, A., Kudlak, R., Faber, C. & Wiman, A. ‘CSR Activities and Impacts of the textile sector’. RIMAS Working Papers, no 2/2011, 
Vienna University of Economics and Business, p. 1-8. <http://www.sustainability.eu/pdf/csr/impact/IMPACT_Sector_Profi le_TEXTILE.
pdf> last viewed on 12 January 2017.
577 Koszewska, M. ‘Social and eco-labelling of textile and clothing goods as means of communication and product diff erentiation’, 
Fibres & Textiles in Eastern Europe (2011-4), p. 87.
578 This information is collected by Eco label index, which is the largest global directory of eco-labels. Diff erent types of organizations 
including governments, non-profi t and profi t organization have developed eco-label programs. Not all labels focus on the same 
aspects. Certain labels are based on energy use during equipment operations, whereas other eco-labels are based on life cycle 
environmental concerns. Various manufacturers started to make their own environmental labelling schemes.
579 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’ (2013), p. 35-50. <http://www.industriall-europe.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20
-%20fi nal%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
See also Consumer’s survey conducted by European Fashion Business School, 2012, PE 429.992.
580 Edited source <www.ecolabelindex.com>, last viewed on 14 January 2015
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According to Redclift and Woodgate581, one of the reasons for redesigning the European 
environmental policy was the development of the ‘consumer-citizen’ standard. In other words, 
consumers can express their preferences for goods, services and their personal household 
consumption. The EU then acts on this readiness to regulate matters in the areas of agricultural, 
consumer and environmental regulations582. 

In an interview, former MEP Manders583 stated that CSR topics are mostly enclosed in codes of 
conduct and guidelines instead of legislation on an EU level. In his opinion, it will be problematic 
to put forward legislation related to CSR in the T&C industry over the coming years. Manders 
mentioned that there is an increasing awareness both among the industry and among consumers 
that enterprises are contributing to sustainable development by integrating environmental and 
social concerns into the supply chain. In view of the complex and highly internationalised textile 
and clothing supply chain, the CSR issue is likely to become increasingly important in the sector. 
Therefore, the EU should initiate and proceed with the legislative process over the next decade, 
taking it step by step, in order for the industry to comply with CSR standards or specific legislation 
on labelling. Moreover, according to Manders, a shift in consumer attitude is required. Consumers 
should consume less and consider recycling textiles. More environmental accountability should 
also follow from the use of innovative technology by textile manufacturers. For instance, the 
technology of AirDye heats up fabric and then injects dye directly into the fibers in the form of a 
gas. The technology uses 85 percent less energy and saves between 25 and 285 litres in the dying 
of a pound of fabric compared to traditional dying methods584. Another example is the company 
Bionic Yarn that joined forces with (singer-songwriter) Pharrell Williams and G-star Raw to create 
a denim collection made in part from recycled plastic materials retrieved from the world’s oceans 
and shores585.

Interestingly, research in this area shows that the impact of negative messages (negative labelling) 
affects both consumers and producers586. Consumers with an intermediate environmental 
concern might not choose products with a positive eco-label but they would avoid products with 
negative labels. This in turn could encourage product development in a more environmentally 
beneficial direction. In general, independent eco-labelling organisations examine, certify and 
eco-label products based on standards, awarding a positive eco-label only when these standards 
have been met587. Note, however, that currently eco-labelling is done on a voluntary basis and 

581 Redclift, M., & Woodgate, G. ‘Sustainable Development and Nature: the Social and the Material’, Sustainable Development (2013-2), 
p. 92-100, DOI: 10.1002/sd.1560.
582 Readiness to regulate is a political cultural variable, which is one of the four general context factors and may lead to the 
implementation of new rules and regulations. 
See Boström, M., & Klintman, M. Eco-standards, product labelling and green consumerism, Palgrave Macmillan Basingstoke 2008, p. 
73-86.
583 Toine Manders, at the time Member of the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection, European Parliament, 
Directorate-General for Internal Policies. Interview December 2012. See Appendix IV.
584 See <www.airdye.com>, last viewed on 25 November 2016.
585 See <https://www.g-star.com/nl_nl/about-us/responsibility/news/g-star-and-plastic-soup-foundation>, last viewed on 27 
November 2016.
586 Van Dam, Y. K., & De Jonge, J. ‘The Positive Side of Negative Labelling.’ Journal of Consumer Policy 38.1 (2015), p. 19-38.
587 Grankvist, G., Dahlstrand, U. & Biel, A. ‘The impact of environmental labelling on consumer preference: Negative vs. positive labels.’ 
Journal of Consumer Policy 27.2 (2004), p. 226-228.
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its introduction implies a financial cost for the producer. It is not likely that a producer would 
voluntarily pay an independent organisation to have a product labelled as “worse than average 
unfriendly for the environment”588. To implement a system that not only includes positive but also 
neutral and negative eco-labels, a regulation that prescribes that all products should be classified 
into for instance one of three categories (green, orange or red) would be needed589. Regulating 
the use of negative labels may also lead to driving products out of the market. If it becomes 
common knowledge that unless certain standards are met, a negative label has to be attached to 
the product, such products may be recalled590. 

4.5.2 CSR labelling vs. consumers & consumer organisations
According to the outcome of several consumer surveys591, consumers are mainly concerned about 
the health and safety of workers (e.g. labour conditions), human rights (e.g. child labour, slavery) 
and safeguarding the environment in general. Vermeir and Verbeke592 in this regard noted that 
environmental concerns do not always result in the desired consumer behaviour, such as purchasing 
environmentally sustainable products. Butler and Francis593 noted that while consumers believe 
that the environment should be considered when purchasing textiles and apparel, it does not play 
a role in their actual purchasing decision. The discrepancy between concerns for the environment 
and purchasing behaviour has been reported in numerous studies of environmental and socially 
responsible consumers in the context of textile and apparel consumption, as well as other product 
categories594. Koszewska discussed the issue that the purchasing decision of the consumer 
is mainly impeded by the unavailability of relevant information, problems with distinguishing 
the non-CSR textile product from the CSR textile product, and by the consumer’s limited or 
non-existent confidence in manufacturers’ declarations595. A range of surveys and assessments 
she presents show that consumers are frequently sceptical about the credibility of some of the 
labels and uncertain about their actual message. Notwithstanding, consumers perceived greater 
benefit and value in the offerings of a socially-responsible firm, and were shown to be willing to 
pay an additional percentage for its product, judging this price differential to be fair.

588 Grankvist, G., Dahlstrand, U. & Biel, A. ‘The impact of environmental labelling on consumer preference: Negative vs. positive labels.’ 
Journal of Consumer Policy 27.2 (2004), p. 217.
589 Grankvist, G., Dahlstrand, U. & Biel, A. ‘The impact of environmental labelling on consumer preference: Negative vs. positive labels.’ 
Journal of Consumer Policy 27.2 (2004), p. 213-230.
590 Van Dam, Ynte K., & De Jonge, J. ‘The Positive Side of Negative Labelling.’ Journal of Consumer Policy 38.1 (2015), p. 19-38.
591 See also European Fashion Business School TMO, research conducted by Berg Van der, M., & Streelder, P., PE 429.992,(2012). 
Diender, S., Velten, A., PE 0410.0002, (2013), Jacobs, L., Verveld, K., PE0410-0003 (2014). Available upon request.
592 Vermeir, I., & Verbeke, W. ‘Sustainable food consumption among young adults in Belgium: Theory of planned behaviour and the 
role of confidence and values.’ Ecological Economics 64.3 (2008), p. 542-553.
593 Butler, S.M. & Francis, S. The effects of environmental attitudes on apparel purchasing behavior. Clothing and Textiles Research 
Journal, 15 (1997), p. 76–85. 
594 Domina, T. & Koch, K. ‘Environmental profiles of female apparel shoppers in the Midwest, USA.’ Journal of Consumer Studies & Home 
Economics 22.3 (1998), p. 147-161. 
Ritch, E.L. & Schröder, M.J. (2012) Accessing and affording sustainability: the experience of fashion consumption within young 
families. International Journal of Consumer Studies, 36 (2012) p. 203–210.
595 Koszewska, M. ‘Social and eco-labelling of textile and clothing goods as means of communication and product differentiation’, 
Fibres & Textiles in Eastern Europe (2011-4), p. 87.
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Still, consumer organisations state that consumers are increasingly interested in environmentally 
friendly products, such as natural and organic products, within various product areas, including 
textiles596. This implies that, according to consumer organisations, there is definitely a demand for 
eco-labelling in the EU. In general, CSR labels, especially the European eco-label, are not well known. 
Consumer organisations, therefore, state that the most important aspect for the ecological labels 
is to provide a trustworthy and distinguishable label for consumers597. With respect to textiles, this 
might be challenging due to the numerous steps involved in the textile supply chain. Consumer 
organisations, therefore, are in favour of regulation of ecological labels in textiles, such as setting 
minimum requirements and common definitions for organic or natural products598. Moreover, 
the introduction of a mandatory labelling of environmental friendly products, such as organic 
and natural products, covering the latter issue is seen as positive by consumer organisations599. 
Furthermore, consumer organisations stated that it should be elucidated whether, for instance, 
eco-labelled textile products cover genetically modified products and, whether a textile product 
can be considered ecological in which a RFID chip is embedded600.

A Euro barometer survey (from 2014) confirms to some extent that consumers are prepared to 
pay more for environmentally friendly products601. However, readers should bear in mind that, as 
Vermeir and Verbeke noted602, environmental concerns of consumers do not necessarily result in 
a related purchasing decision. Accordingly, the findings of surveys and interviews603 indicate that 
the majority of the respondents consider an eco or social label for textiles important. According to 
the respondents, the ‘ideal’ eco-social label should cover three elements: safe working conditions, 
reduction of energy use and consumer safety. These three elements are by far the most important 
CSR aspects according to consumers. The addition of safe working conditions to this list was 
foreseeable since the use of child labour and the lack of safe working conditions in the production 
supply chain have recently been singled out in the media and consequently traders are being 
publicly admonished for a lack of proper CSR standards in these areas604.

596 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J., & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 35-36. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
597 Ibidem.
598 Ibidem.
599 Ibidem.
600 Ibidem. 
601 60% of the interviewed participants are willing to pay more. See Euro barometer, Special. ‘Attitudes of European citizens towards 
the environment.’ 416, European Commission (2014).
602 Vermeir, I. & Verbeke, W. ‘Sustainable food consumption among young adults in Belgium: Theory of planned behaviour and the 
role of confidence and values.’ Ecological economics 64.3 (2008), p. 544.
603 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’ (2013), p. 14. <http://www.industriall-europe.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20-%20
final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
604 SOMO Centre for Reseach on Multinational Corporations. ‘Flawed Fabrics. The abuse of girls in the South Indian textile industry’ 
(2014), p. 8-29.
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4.5.3 CSR labelling versus textile industry & textile industry organisations
For the T&C industry, transparency in the production process is a sensitive issue due to the fact 
that the textile industry is one of the world’s most polluting605. Although CSR has attracted 
interest among businesses and Member States of the EU, the T&C industry has rejected mandatory 
regulation606. 

Production processes have been reassessed in the past few years by major clothing brands to 
make improvements to environmental issues and working conditions in emerging markets. 
An increasing number of clothing companies, such as Nike and Levi Strauss, are implementing 
substantive changes to their production processes by beginning to use organic materials, 
modifying product design, and by developing methods of manufacturing ‘‘eco-fashion’’ to protect 
the environment607. Box 4.4 shows an example of Nike’s green initiatives. Their approach is called 
‘Brand Social Responsibility’ (BSR), which has as its intention to make the product or service more 
socially and environmentally responsible.

Box. 4.4 Case study Nike Better World Recycled Polyester608

605 Heida, L., Yale Environment 360, Yale Education, 12 June 2014, 
<http://e360.yale.edu/feature/can_waterless_dyeing_processes_clean_up_clothing_industry_pollution/2775>, last viewed on 29 
January 2017.
606 See ‘The Future of Manufacturing in Europe 2015-2020: The Challenge for Sustainability’, Scenario Report (summary). Institute for 
Prospective Technological Studies (2003).
607 Hustvedt, G., & Bernard, J.C. ‘Consumer willingness to pay for sustainable apparel: the infl uence of labelling for fi bre origin and 
production methods’, International Journal of Consumer Studies (2008-5), p. 491-498. 
608 See <www.nike.com> Nike is ranked as one of the 10 greenest companies in the US. Last viewed on 15 January 2015
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Several authors have examined the effects of the CSR labels of the T&C industry609 on consumers. 
These scholars concluded that the usefulness of eco-labels is questionable. They state that textile 
companies have used labels to convey brand name, to build brand identity, to educate consumers 
about product attributes, to inform consumers about the company’s mission and ethos, and to 
reinforce both product labelling and advertising, which, in turn, may guide consumers’ purchase 
decisions. Hyllegard et al.610 noted that consumers might be confused or overwhelmed by too 
much information provided by the industry on hangtags, such as the overuse of technical jargon 
and explicit illustrations or an overemphasis on the ‘‘product story’’. The T&C industry holds 
the view that consumers are unaware of the several production processes in the supply chain. 
According to the Dutch trade organisation MODINT611, the consumer is, in principle, interested 
in a fashionable product at a low price. As such, consumers do not take facts such as biological 
fibres, the social conditions in the production companies or the environmental aspects of the 
textile product into consideration when purchasing textile products. The ‘discerning’ consumers 
pointed to the lack of sufficient CSR information as the main obstacle for not purchasing a CSR 
product. Thus, although consumers indicate their willingness to pay more for CSR products, in 
practice, unfortunately, only a minority of consumers actually purchase these products612. 

According to the industry organisation MODINT613, a CSR label (logo) such as ‘UTZ’614 from the 
food retailers could be a model for a textile CSR label. Furthermore, MODINT mentioned that, in 
general, retailers are unable to force textile manufacturers to comply with international standards 
such as ISO 14001 (environmental management standards)615. Therefore, according to the industry 
organisation, mandatory rules are necessary to involve every business in the selected path of CSR 
compliance. Secondly, labour conditions have to improve and child labour should be banned. 
Thirdly, the refinery of the raw material process should be controlled. Finally, textiles should be 
traceable in the supply chain. In this regard, determining the way in which governments are 
planning to deal with subcontracting is important. Therefore, only when the textile sector begins 
to conduct itself in a sustainable and responsible way CSR labelling will become superfluous. 

Furthermore, MODINT believes that EU retailers should not be held responsible for flaws they 
have no part in, especially in the supply chain of textiles. The production cost of the product will 
rise when extra social responsibility steps are added into the production process. MODINT argues 

609 Erskine, C.C & Collins, L. ‘Eco-labelling: success or failure?’ Environmentalist (1997-2), p. 125-133. See also Rex, E., & Baumann, H. 
‘Beyond Ecolabels: what green marketing can learn from conventional marketing.’ Journal of Cleaner Production (2007-15), p. 567–
576; Hyllegard, K. H., et al. ‘Socially responsible labeling: The impact of hangtags on consumers’ attitudes and patronage intentions 
toward an apparel brand.’ Clothing and Textiles Research Journal 30.1 (2012), p. 51-66.
610 Hyllegard, K. H., et al. ‘Socially responsible labeling: The impact of hangtags on consumers’ attitudes and patronage intentions 
toward an apparel brand.’ Clothing and Textiles Research Journal 30.1 (2012), p. 51-66.
611 Interviews MODINT, (2012, 2013 and 2014) and European Commission, Julio Cardoso, 2014, see Appendix IV.
612 Interviews MODINT, (2012, 2013 and 2014) and European Commission, Julio Cardoso, 2014, see Appendix IV.
613 Interview Marieke Weemaes, former representative of the trade association MODINT, see Appendix IV.
614 See <www.utzcertified.org> last viewed on 28 November 2016.
615 See <https://www.iso.org/home.html> ISO 14001 provides practical tools for companies and organizations looking to identify 
and control their environmental impact and constantly improve their environmental performance.
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that the social responsibility lies with both the textile industry and the purchase decision of the 
consumer616.

While analysing the position of MODINT, it should be borne in mind that it is a trader’s organisation 
and, therefore, their opinion is a reflection of their lobbying activities for their business members 
in the T&C industry. Moreover, the argument of MODINT does not represent the general view of 
the T&C industry, which states that the average consumer is unaware of the numerous production 
processes in the supply chain and the fact that findings of surveys and interviews617 indicate that 
the majority of the respondents considers an eco or social label for textiles important, although 
the purchase behaviour of consumers does not always bear this out. 

Based on the aforementioned, the T&C industry sees no ground for mandatory labelling unless 
a set of clear CSR rules with which businesses must comply are set out in every link of the supply 
chain of textiles and consumer awareness of the CSR labelling product is raised. 

4.5.4 CSR labelling & Horizontal legislation
In general, most CSR standards and schemes are developed by industry or NGOs, although 
certification bodies independently verify most of the schemes and monitor their ‘impact’ 
(effectiveness). In practice, both private or self-certification schemes and third party certification 
schemes exist. In the case of private/self-certification schemes, producers themselves, non-
governmental bodies, trade associations or retail companies establish standards and undertake 
assessment and monitoring of the standards and use of the logo, such as “organic cotton” and 
“H&M Conscious”. In a third party certification scheme, there is no relationship between the 
companies the third party audits and certifies or with the owners of the standards. The standards-
setting organisations are usually contracted to supply certification and assessment services and 
usually operate to internationally recognised standards such as ISO618. 

Thus, beyond the aspects covered by specific EU legislation, such as the eco-label for textiles, 
the UCPD is the main instrument of horizontal legislation for assessing the fairness and thus 
also the non-misleading character of environmental claims619. The EC defines the expressions 
‘environmental claims’ or ‘green claims’ as620:

“The practice of suggesting or otherwise creating the impression (in the context of a commercial 
communication, marketing or advertising) that a product, is environmentally friendly (i.e. it has 
a positive impact on the environment) or is less damaging to the environment than competing 
goods. This may be due to, for example, its composition, the way it has been manufactured or 
produced, the way it can be disposed of and the reduction in energy or pollution, which can be 

616 Interview Marieke Weemaes, former representative of the trade association MODINT, see Appendix IV.
617 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J., & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 14. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
618 Skinner, G.A. ‘Smart labelling of foods and beverages’, Advances in Food and Beverage Labelling: Information and Regulations 2014, 
p. 191.
619 First report from the Commission on the application of Directive 2005/29/EC, 14 March 2013. COM (2013) 139 final, p. 21.
620 Commission Staff Working document, 2009, SEC (2009)1666, p. 37-38.
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expected from its use. When such claims are not true or cannot be verified, this practice could 
be described as ‘green washing’.”

Based on this definition, examples can include a short text on a product claiming its energy 
efficiency, that it is produced in an environmentally friendly way or that its package is recyclable or 
biodegradable; labels and logos claiming that a product meets multiple or certain environmental 
criteria; or advertisements presenting products in a green and natural environment and 
suggesting that they are more environmentally-friendly621.

Consumers may be influenced by environmental considerations when purchasing T&C products. 
Therefore, in order for environmental claims to be informative for consumers, to properly guide 
them in their decision-making process and to be effective in promoting textile goods with 
lower environmental impacts, such as organic cotton, it is crucial that the claim is clear, truthful, 
accurate and correct (not misleading). Any trade-offs or negative impacts of the product on the 
environment must not be hidden622.

The Commission discussed the introduction of verification requirements for environmental 
claims on the basis of the eco-label for textiles623. Recital 10 of the Directive states that it “provides 
protection for consumers where there is no specific sectorial legislation at Community level and 
prohibits traders from creating a false impression of the nature of products”. 

According to the Commission, the application of the environmental claims provisions of the 
UCPD can be summarised in two main principles. Traders must:
1. above all, present their environmental claims in a specific, accurate and unambiguous manner 

(general clause); and
2. have scientific evidence to support their claims and be ready to provide it in an understandable 

way if the claim is challenged624. 

A good example is the case of Roundup (Monsanto-Scotts France). In this case, the French appeal 
court declared that a pesticide labelled as ‘biodegradable’ and ‘good for environment’, although 
several of the substances contained in the pesticide were still harmful to soil, was giving the 
misleading impression that the product itself was environmentally-friendly625.

621 Environmental Claims, report from the Multi-Stakeholder Dialogue. Report presented at the European Consumer Summit (March 
2013). <http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/documents/consumer-summit-2013-mdec-report_en.pdf> last viewed on 16 April 2017.
622 Consumer market study on environmental claims for non-food products. Appendix 5 Assessment against UCPD, the 2009 
Guidance document and the voluntary food labelling guidelines, July 2014, p. 140-143. <http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/consumer_
evidence/market_studies/docs/green-claims-report-appendix-5.pdf> last viewed on 15 January 2017.
623 Commission Decision of 5 June 2014 establishing the ecological criteria for the award of the EU Ecolabel for textile products 
(notified under document C(2014) 3677), OJ L174-45.
624 UCPD database < https://webgate.ec.europa.eu> last viewed on 15 January 2017.
See also Commission Staff working document, 2009, SEC (2009) 1666, p. 41.
625 France - Cour d’appel de Lyon, 29 October 2008, Case ‘Roundup’ (Monsanto-Scotts France), UCPD Database < https://webgate.
ec.europa.eu/ucp/public/> 
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Hence, according to the provisions of the UCPD it is important to clearly define criteria on the basis 
of which the CSR label may be used, and these criteria need to be published widely. Furthermore, 
care should be taken that these criteria and consumers’ expectations as to what the label might 
mean are not mismatched626.

However, even if the criteria used by the trader are appropriate, it is vital to ensure that appropriate 
monitoring systems are in place to avoid abuse of the system, in which other third-party 
information may also be useful. In many Member States, independent consumer organisations 
such as Stiftung Warentest, Which?, Test-Achat and Consumentenbond publish reports on the 
quality of goods and services, which are often relied on by consumers in deciding on whether to 
purchase a particular good627. 

Similarly, codes of conduct of trade associations permit their members to advertise their 
compliance with such codes as an indication of quality628. However, under the UCPD, complying 
with a code of conduct does not imply immunity against claims of an unfair commercial practice629. 
There is no legislation that lays down criteria that ‘fair’ codes of conduct would have to meet and 
neither are there any provisions that tackle unfair codes630. 

It should be noted that the UCPD does not call a trade association to account if it creates a code 
of conduct that promotes or contains unfair practices. The authorities in the individual Member 
States may take the decision towhether legal action may be directed against a code owner (Article 
2(g) UCPD) if the relevant code promotes non-compliance with legal requirements (Article 11(1) 
paragraph 2(b) UCPD). By leaving this to the Member States, the European Commission intended 
to avoid the risk that trade associations would become reluctant to draft codes of conduct631.

As mentioned earlier, more than 100 third party certification labels cover sustainable and socially 
produced textile products. The vast number of these different labels confuses consumers and 
undermines consumer confidence in environmentally friendly textile products632. It might be 
concluded that in the context of the UCPD the ‘average’ consumer might encounter difficulties 
distinguishing reliable CSR labels from unreliable ones, subsequently mistrusting them all. In 
this regard, judicial interpretations, in determining whether or not trademark infringement has 

626 Howells, G.G., Ramsay, L. & Wilhelmsson, T. Handbook of research on international consumer law, Edward Elgar Publishing (2010). 
p. 135-136.
627 European Commission, Press Release Memo/09/371 (3 September 2009), <http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-09-
371_en.htm?locale=en> last viewed on 18 December 2016
628 Jahn, G., Schramm, M., & Spiller, A. ‘The reliability of certification: Quality labels as a consumer policy tool’, Journal of Consumer 
Policy (2005-1), p. 53-73.
629 Pavillon, C. ‘The Interplay between the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive and Codes of Conduct’, Erasmus Law Review (2012-4), 
p. 269-270. See also Micklitz, H‐W. ‘Unfair commercial practices and misleading advertising.’ (2009), p. 113-115.
630 ISO 14021:1999 ‘Environmental labels and declarations -Self-declared environmental claims’ (Type II environmental labelling).
631 Collins, H. The forthcoming EC directive on unfair commercial practices, Kluwer Law International (2004), p. 30.
632 Gam, J.H. ‘Are fashion-conscious consumers more likely to adopt eco-friendly clothing?’, Journal of Fashion Marketing and 
Management (2011-2), p. 178-193.
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occurred (likelihood of confusion), have given some indications as to the expectations of the 
behaviour of the average consumer633.

According to the General Court634: “…. the average consumer habitually perceives a trademark as 
a whole and does not proceed to analyse its various details. It should also be borne in mind that the 
average consumer’s level of attention is likely to vary according to the category of goods and services 
in question”635. 

Thus, if the same criteria may be applied to the effect of labelling on consumers as to these 
trademarks, “among the factors to be taken into account in order to assess whether the labelling 
at issue in the main proceedings may be misleading, the length of time for which a name (here: a 
label, AJ) has been used is an objective factor which might affect the expectations of the reasonable 
(average) consumer”636.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, a good example on a national level can be found in a judgment of an 
Italian administrative tribunal. Essentially, the Italian court took into consideration with regard to 
the (electricity) retail market that “the average consumer had not yet adapted to the (new) market 
situation and that the reasonable level of knowledge one could expect from the average consumer 
had to be fixed accordingly”637. 

Pursuant to the latter case law, it might be concluded that the plethora of CSR labels in the T&C 
industry is likely to confuse the average consumer and as a consequence consumers cannot 
inform themselves about the characteristics of the textile products and accordingly make 
efficient choices638. As already mentioned above, a range of surveys and analyses has shown 
that consumers are frequently sceptical about the credibility of some of the labels and uncertain 
about their actual message639. 

633 UCPD database’, see <https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/ucp/public/> last viewed on 17 January 2017. 
634 Joined Cases T-183/02 and T184/02 (Mundicolor), EU:T: 2004:79, Para 68. See also case T-20/02 EU: T: 2004:95 (Happy dog), para 37. 
635 Case C-446/07, EU:C: 2009:530 (Alberto Severi v Regione Emilia-Romagna), para 62.
636 Ibidem.
637 Tribunale Administrativo Regionale del Lazio, Sezione I, Sentenza del 25 Marzo 2009 caso Enel S.p.A. contro Autorità Garante 
della Concorrenza del Mercato. 'UCPD database' see <https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/ucp/public/index.cfm?event=public.guidance.
showArticle&elemID=29> last viewed on 15 January 2017. 
638 CJEU 6 July 1995, C-470/93, EU: C: 1995:224 (Mars), para 24. 
639 Koszewska, M. ‘Social and eco-labelling of textile and clothing goods as means of communication and product differentiation’, 
Fibres & Textiles in Eastern Europe (2011-4), p. 87.
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4.6 Size labelling

4.6.1 Current situation 
Top-notch clothing fit is the major aim in the design and manufacture of fashion to ensure 
consumers’ comfort and to enhance their appearance. Determining the right fit is a complex 
issue influenced by the customer’s anthropometry, fashion and social trends.640 In the late 
nineteenth century, the ready-to-wear clothing industry introduced coded size categories for 
women’s clothing by using numbers or letters, with numerical codes indicating the age or bust 
measurement of the consumer641. Currently, size designations of clothes are communicated 
through size labels in clothing textile products, allowing the consumer to identify the clothing or 
textile product that is designed for a particular body size.642 National standardisation institutions 
classify label-size systems and manufacturers can either opt to use a classified label-size system 
or create their own size designation system643. In general, different systems are used to define 
label-sizes. The most commonly used are:
 • Body dimensions: The product label states for which range of body dimensions the product 

was designed for, for example, headgear labelled ‘head girth: 56-60 cms’.
 • Product dimensions: The label states characteristic measures of the product. For instance, 

trousers are labelled with their inner-leg length in centimetres or inches, such as ‘Leg length 
31’.

 • Ad-hoc size: The system refers to a label-size providing a number, letter or code with no obvious 
relationship to any measurement, such as ‘size 14’, ‘XL’. The brand defines the measurements 
that classify the ad-hoc size. 

 – Single-size refers to ad hoc sizes usually defined by numbers. E.g., ‘38’, ‘12’, ‘90’ used for 
textile products to fit a small body-size range. 

 – Double-size refers to ad-hoc sizes defined by letters, for example, ‘S’, ‘M’, ‘L’; used for 
garments to fit a large body-size range, usually two single sizes (e.g. size M classifies the 
size range of 38-40).

Sizing systems include both the standards developed by various countries based on anthropo-
metric data from their populations and systems developed by individual firms to fit their 
target consumer market. Therefore, the label-size systems vary by country because of national 
standards644. The label-systems represent different information as listed above and so size labels 
come in different measurement units (centimetres or inches), numbers (38, 90, 12) and letters 
(XXL, A). 

640 Faust, M. E., Carrier, S., & Baptist, P. ‘Variations in Canadian women’s ready-to-wear standard sizes.’ Journal of Fashion Marketing and 
Management: An International Journal 10.1 (2006), p. 71-83.
641 Chung Yoon, J., & Jasper, C. R. ‘Development of size labelling systems for women’s garments’. Journal of Consumer Studies & Home 
Economics, 18.1. (1994), p. 71-83.
642 Hoegg, J., et al. ‘The flip side of vanity sizing: How consumers respond to and compensate for larger than expected clothing sizes.’ 
Journal of Consumer Psychology 24.1 (2014), p. 70-78.
643 Ibidem.
644 Ashdown, S.P. Sizing in clothing, Woodhead Publishing 2007, p. 88-108.
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The use of different size systems leads to many problems in practice, such as the potential for: 
inaccurate information; information on additional body size or clothing dimensions being 
insufficiently displayed on the size label; misleading information as changes in body dimensions 
have not been updated; and the phenomenon of ‘vanity labelling’645, which will be expanded on 
further in this subsection. 

In general, correct textile labels aim to facilitate easy and efficient ways of appropriate clothing 
selection, which serve as references for future consumer purchases and help to enhance consumer 
satisfaction. In addition, the textile industry can benefit from correct size labels as correct 
size labelling can lead to reductions of markdowns or returns of the clothing646. Size labelling 
standards are voluntary in the EU. In my opinion, currently, size labels lack adequate information 
to guide consumers in the proper selection of clothing as the size designation differs within the 
EU (see as an example the next table). 

MODINT, the Dutch trade association of, among other, manufacturers, has put forward a template 
known as ‘Global Sizing Chart 2014’647, which gives size designation within several EU Member 
States. The next box gives an overview of the size designation within the EU. 

Box 4.5 European Sizing Chart 2014

Sizing Chart Men 2014

Netherlands/Germany/Austria/Switzerland/Sweden/
Denmark/Norway/Finland/Estonia/Latvia

44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

Bulgaria/Hungary/Czech Rep./Slovak Rep./slovenia/Croatia 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

France/Belgium/Spain/Portugal/Cyprus/Greece/
Luxembourg/Malta

36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

UK/Ireland 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Italy* 36 40 46 50 54 56 58

Generic S S M M L L XL XL XXL

Sizing Chart Women 2014

Netherlands/Germany/Austria/Switzerland/Sweden/
Denmark/Norway/Finland/Estonia/Latvia

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

Bulgaria/Hungary/Czech Rep./Slovak Rep./slovenia/Croatia 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

France/Belgium/Spain/Portugal/Cyprus/Greece/
Luxembourg/Malta

36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

UK/Ireland 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 20 22

Italy* 40 42 46 48 50 52 54 56 60

Generic XS S S M M L L XL XL

*Italy has a different sizing scheme for men; the jumps are smaller (± 2 cm). Edited source: Sizing Chart, MODINT 2014.

645 Ibidem.
646 Interviews MODINT(2012, 2013 and 2014) and European Commission, Julio Cardosa, 2014, see Appendix IV.
647 Seminar Sizing, Pro-fit from it, Modint, 29 October 2013. 
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The above ‘Global Sizing Chart’ shows that within the EU there are at least five different systems 
used to indicate clothing sizes. Italy and the United Kingdom each use their own system, while 
most of the other Member States use other standard sizing system648. This disparity makes cross-
border shopping difficult for consumers within the EU.

A review of the literature indicates that problems related to clothing fit stem from a variety of 
factors. The study by Alvanon649, a global fashion consulting company and fit expert, states that 
the main factors affecting sizing systems and consequently the fit of the ready-made apparel-
to-be are the diverse population measures (body measurements), the design features (design 
and construction of the apparel), the fit issues (fit quality management) and the communication 
of sizing and fit (size labelling). The focus of this study was on communication of sizing and fit, 
which, first, requires that measurements and body form indicated on the size labels reflect the 
true picture of the target market (population). Second, the information given on the clothing 
label must be adequate and legible to enable consumers to efficiently and effectively select 
appropriate apparel. 

According to Ashdown650, sizing systems could be considered from a more generic perspective 
by focusing on the design features of the clothing, the level of individual fit desired, the number 
of sizes needed and the variation in the population. For his part, Winks651 states that the size 
indication on clothing products should be consistent with the sizing system used in the country 
in which this product will be sold.

Moreover, traditionally textile products have been labelled by many different ad-hoc size 
systems652. This approach has led to a number of problems. Ad-hoc sizes have been changed over 
time, often due to ‘vanity labelling’. Vanity labelling can be defined as inflation in body dimensions 
associated with a size to avoid confronting ageing customers with uncomfortable anthropometric 
truths653. As manufacturers do not adhere to sizing guidelines and can pursue vanity sizing to 
varying degrees, a significant variation in size designation exists across clothing retailers654. 
The EC intends to harmonise the size system by introducing the European voluntary standard 
EN13402 on size designation of clothes.655 In 1996, the European Committee for Standardization, 
CEN, began the process of developing a new system for labelling clothing size, the EN 13402 

648 Ibidem. 
649 See Alvanon ‘Demographic Data Mining & Implications for the Global Fashion Industry’ (2012). See <https://www.wewear.org/
assets/1/7/011312Gribbins.pdf> last viewed on 16 March 2017. 
650 Ashdown, S.P. ‘An investigation of the structure of sizing systems: A comparison of three multidimensional optimized sizing 
systems generated from anthropometric data with the ASTM standard D5585-94.’ International Journal of Clothing Science and 
Technology 10.5 (1998), p. 324-341.
651 Winks, J.M. & Winks, J.M, Clothing sizes: International standardization, Textile Institute 1997, p. 8.
652 Kennedy, K. ‘What size am I? Decoding women’s clothing standards’, Fashion Theory: The Journal of Dress, Body & Culture 2009-4, 
p. 511-530.
653 Alexander, M., Connell, J. L., & Presley, A. ‘Clothing fit preferences of young female adult consumers.’ International Journal of 
Clothing Science and Technology 17.1 (2005), p. 52–64. 
654 Hoegg, J., et al. ‘The flip side of vanity sizing: How consumers respond to and compensate for larger than expected clothing sizes.’ 
Journal of Consumer Psychology 24.1 (2014), p 70-78.
655 Seminar Sizing, Pro-fit from it, MODINT, 29 October 2013.
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“Size designation of clothes”656. According to CEN, the standard provides a good basis for a 
harmonised sizing system in Europe. However, there is still no consensus among the Member 
States on whether to apply it. CEN states that retailers are not willing to modify the new system 
voluntarily as it will alienate their national clients657. A harmonised system will only work if it is 
introduced as a legislated, harmonised system although CEN warns that even regulated sizes 
might not necessarily be entirely harmonised as retailers might interpret the standards in a way 
that fits their needs best. Therefore, mandatory harmonisation of size labelling might push the 
T&C industry to agree on the intervals for each size, meaning how to cut the clothing product to 
conform to the size designation658. 

In a petition to members of the European Parliament, a German petitioner called for uniform 
clothing sizes in an international system of units659. The petitioner advocated the introduction of 
a uniform system to indicate clothing sizes instead of the existing systems, which vary between 
countries, manufacturers and even from year to year. According to the petitioner, every tailor 
knows that it is possible to ascertain from a small number of figures whether clothing fits and, 
therefore, considers the indication of sizing by means of ‘metre’ to be the most appropriate. As 
such, these figures ought to be indicated on a label in the clothing product. This would also 
considerably facilitate the sale of clothing over the Internet and dramatically reduce the costs 
incurred from consumers returning clothing, which does not fit. 

Upon request from the European Parliament’s Committee on Petitions, the EC replied to this 
petition, stating that Article 24 of the Textile Regulation requires the Commission to report on 
possible new labelling requirements, including size labelling. In that report, it acknowledged that 
European standards for size designation of clothes have been developed and the coding system 
(part 4 of EN 13402)660 potentially constitutes a good basis for a uniform EU-wide standard-based 
size labelling system for relevant textile products661.

4.6.2 Size labelling vs. consumer & consumer organisations
Research conducted by Faust et al.662 shows that more than half of in-store female consumers take 
two identical pieces of clothing in different sizes to the fitting room and that approximately half of 
the merchandise purchased from web shops is returned, which suggests that a similar approach 
may be taken by consumers shopping online. This leads to a waste of time and unnecessary 

656 Kennedy, K. ‘What size am I? Decoding womens clothing standards’, Fashion Theory: The Journal of Dress, Body & Culture (2009-4), 
p. 511-530.
657 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J., & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 38-39. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
658 Ibidem. 
659 European Parliament, Committee on Petitions, 27.05.2014, Notice to members Petitions 0499/2013 by K.H. (German) concerning 
uniform clothing sizes in SI units.
660 Still under construction, see <https://www.nen.nl/NEN-Shop-2/Standard/NENEN-1340242005-Ontw.-en.htm> last viewed on 26 
January 2017. 
661 Ibidem.
662 Faust, M-E., & Carrier, S. ‘A proposal for a new size label to assist consumers in finding well-fitting women’s clothing, especially 
pants: An analysis of size USA female data and women’s ready-to-wear pants for north American companies’, Textile Research Journal 
2009-16, p. 1446-1458.
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hassle in the purchasing process and – in case of online shopping – high transportation costs, 
environmental issues etc. when the improperly fitting clothing needs to be returned663. 

Research conducted by the EC suggests that size labelling is not perceived as a major consumer 
concern as consumers rarely complain about improper sizing of T&C products664. Generally, 
consumers manage to obtain the necessary information on the product’s sizing at retail stores 
or, regarding (cross-border) distance selling, consult the size conversion table on the company’s 
website665. Moreover, consumers can exercise the right to withdraw from the sales contract 
concluded at a distance within 14 days from the day of the delivery of goods if the size was 
incorrect666. This, of course, does not limit traders’ (or societal) costs associated with selling 
incorrectly sized clothing to consumers but it does limit consumer risks667.

More than a quarter of consumers indicate that they have had to return products due to a 
misfit668. This indicates, to my mind, that consumers would shop more confidently if they could 
immediately assess the sizing information.

Research conducted by Which?, the largest consumer organisation in the UK, reveals that nine out 
of ten women were frustrated with the lack of uniform sizes on the high street, while six out of ten 
admitted they needed to try on different sizes in the changing room to work out which size fitted 
properly. The findings are set out in the next box.

663 Seminar Sizing, Pro-fit from it, MODINT, Zeist. The Netherlands, 29 October 2013.
664 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J., & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 45. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
665 Ibidem.
666 Article 9 of Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on consumer rights OJ 
L304/64, 22.11.2011.
667 In such case the consumer – if properly informed – only bears the financial costs of returning the clothing (and the time spent in 
vain), but is reimbursed for the original purchase price and the original costs of transportation, see art. 13(1) and 14 (1) Consumer 
Rights Directive.
668 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’ (2013), p. 43. <http://www.industriall-europe.eu/ Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20%20
final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
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Box. 4.6 Which? High street size 12 varies by 4 cm669

Which?, the consumer body, measured size 12 dresses in eight leading high street fashion chains 
and found the circumference varied enormously. 

The waist measurement of a size 12 dress can vary by 4 cm, Which? Found a size 12 in Next was just 
71 cm, while a 12 in Marks & Spencer was 74 cm and 75 cm in New Look, which suggests someone 
who fitted into a 12 in M&S or New Look would be forced into the larger size 14 at Next. Part of the 
problem for retailers has been keeping up with the changing shape of women. The average British 
woman today is 5 ft 5 in, an inch taller than 50 years ago; her bust and hip measurements have 
grown by an inch and her waist by 6½ inches. She has grown from a size 10 to a size 12. 

Other research findings reveal that the ‘sizing issue’ in the T&C industry is experiencing turbulence 
due to the fact that retailers using their own company-based standards670. 

Moreover, research conducted by Faust & Carrier671 and Ashdown et al.672 demonstrates that 
additional size information (such as rise or crotch length of pants) was appreciated by women 
and should be supplied on pants’ size labels as the silhouette of consumers varies. They stated 
that consumers deserve more information when it comes to size, and the label should provide 
additional relevant information regarding size measurements. Modifying the appearance of and 
the content of information provided on a new size label offers an opportunity to modernize retail 
shopping and could also contribute to eliminating confusion on textile sizing among customers.

4.6.3 Size labelling vs. the textile industry & textile industry organisations
The size systems differ in both Member States and among retailers within Member States. 
Generally, this results in a poor fit, unmarketable textile products and products being returned673. 
The majority of the clothing manufacturers create and adjust their own size charts. Clothing 
manufacturers use sales studies, returned merchandising reports and small customer surveys as 
a reference and benchmark for creating their own size charts. The used methodologies are the 
‘Trial and Error methodology’ or the ‘Different Fit model’674. The Trial and Error methodology is 
characterised by repeating varied body dimensions until the desired fit for the average consumer 
is achieved. The Different Fit model covers the target market of a retailer and represents the body 

669 See <http://www.which.co.uk/news/2010/09/9-in-10-women-annoyed-by-high-street-sizes-230830/> last viewed on 15 January 
2017.
670 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J., & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 40. 
See also European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and 
clothing products’(2013), p. 103-104.
<http://www.industriall-europe.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling% 20textile%20products%20-%20final%20report%20
Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
671 Faust, M-E., & Carrier, S. ‘A proposal for a new size label to assist consumers in finding well-fitting women’s clothing, especially 
pants: An analysis of size USA female data and women’s ready-to-wear pants for north American companies’, Textile Research Journal 
2009-16, p. 1446-1458.
672 Ashdown, S., Calhoun E., & Lyman-Clarke, L. ‘2.1 Virtual Fit of Apparel on the Internet: Current Technology and Future Needs.’ 
Handbook of Research in Mass Customization and Personalization: Applications and cases 2 (2010), p. 731.
673 Seminar Sizing, Pro-fit from it, MODINT, Zeist. The Netherlands, 29 October 2013.
674 Ibidem.
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dimensions selected by the company to define the proportional relationships needed to achieve 
the fit the company has determined. For example, the textile & clothing company Nike aims to fit 
one body type, generating base patterns and grade rules from the measurements and proportions 
of their fit model675. For example, the size designation of Nike consists of the following sizing: XXS, 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL676. 

The industry agrees that the absence of a European standardised size system is a source of 
confusion for consumers. Generally, the consumer does not comprehend how the different size 
labelling systems are related to each other677. Major European retailers stated they prefer an 
international standardisation procedure developed by an organisation, such as the ISO, over a 
European initiative as the ISO aims to harmonise size standards on a global scale and T&C industry 
players often operate globally rather than just within the EU678. This is why a major European 
retailer and some members of the European Branded Clothing Alliance (EBCA) abandoned the 
working group at CEN to join the ISO Technical Committee (TC) 133 (ISO/TC 133)679. 

In 2014, more ISO standards were published that dealt with virtual garments for digital fitting 
(ISO/DIS 18163, 18825-1/2, 18831, which are still under development)680. The principal objective 
was to increase customer satisfaction and to reduce costly returns as a result of poorly fitting 
clothing. The secondary objective was to eliminate trade barriers by harmonising the practices of 
size marking worldwide and the terms of reference in the clothing industry681. This will facilitate 
a common understanding between different key players such as manufacturers, retailers and 
consumers, thereby increasing the quality of production and fit of clothing in the retail sector682.

4.6.4 Size labelling & Horizontal legislation
The entire information flow, from the sizing system designed and produced by the manufacturer 
to the selection of the appropriate size by the consumer by means of the size label, ultimately 
affects consumer satisfaction with the textile product’s selection process and with the quality of 
the product. In general, this information flow is affected by two main problems. 
Firstly, the T&C industry lacks the used size and fit-related information. This impairs the buying and 
wearing experience for consumers683. Preferences of consumers on issues related to the sizing 
and fit of clothing are frequently not communicated back to the T&C companies, thus limiting 

675 Hoegg, J., et al. ‘The flip side of vanity sizing: How consumers respond to and compensate for larger than expected clothing sizes.’ 
Journal of Consumer Psychology 24.1 (2014), p. 70-78.
676 Seminar Sizing, Pro-fit from it, MODINT, Zeist. The Netherlands, 29 October 2013.
677 Ibidem.
678 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’ (2013), p. 43-45. <http://www.industriall-europe.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20
%20final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
679 Ibidem. 
680 Vecchi, A., ed. Handbook of Research on Global Fashion Management and Merchandising. IGI Global (2016), p. 266-267.
681 ISO ‘Economic benefits of Standards’ (2014), p 3-10. <http://www.iso.org/iso/ebs_case_studies_factsheets.pdf> last viewed on 9 
January 2017
682 Ibidem.
683 Hoegg, J., et al. ‘The flip side of vanity sizing: How consumers respond to and compensate for larger than expected clothing sizes.’ 
Journal of Consumer Psychology 24.1 (2014), p. 70-78.
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a source of valuable information for improving sizing systems. The first issue would need to be 
solved through the adjustment of internal policies of T&C companies and is outside the scope of 
the UCPD. 

However, the information on the size indications retrieved from a size label may be perceived 
as part of relevant information about the characteristics of the product that consumer needs. 
Whether this information is correct and reaches consumers could be relevant for the assessment 
of whether a given label does not mislead the consumer, pursuant to the UCPD provisions. 

In light of the UCPD, in general, consumers are able to retrieve and verify the information 
themselves (simply by trying the clothes on)684. However, if the provided size designation 
information is missing, ambiguous or inaccurate, it shall also be regarded as a misleading 
omission of the trader. Retrieving and verifying of size designation might be problematic in the 
case of distance selling, although consumers are able to exercise the right to withdraw from the 
sales contract concluded at a distance within 14 days from the day of the delivery of the goods. It 
should be mentioned, however, that in general consumers consider the procedure for returning 
goods as time-consuming and that consumers have to bear the returns cost to the trader. It is 
therefore reasonable and fair that the trader bears at least the costs for returning the goods or, 
even better, provides proper information to consumers as to the used size and other fit-related 
information. 

Secondly, consumers perceive the phenomenon of vanity sizing, described in more detail in 
Section 5.8.2, as confusing and misleading as in general they do not comprehend the size chart and 
the size inflation685. In the marketing practice of vanity sizing, the aim is to persuade consumers 
to take certain purchasing decisions. This focus on influencing consumer decision-making is very 
much within the scope of the UCPD. One of the key criterions of unfairness under the UCPD is 
that the practice in question is likely to materially distort the economic behaviour of consumers 
(Article 5) or, put more concretely, to cause consumers to make transactional decisions that they 
would not otherwise have taken (Article 6-8). In addition to these general Articles, the specific 
‘blacklisted’ provisions in Annex I to the Directive aim to ensure that traders make responsible use 
of codes of conduct (for example, own size charts) in their marketing activities686. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the UCPD among others aspects aims at preventing traders from 
unduly exploiting the consumers’ trust in self-regulatory codes687. 

684 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’ (2013), p. 89. 
685 Weidner, N. L. ‘Vanity Sizing, Body Image, and Purchase Behavior: A Closer Look at the Effects of Inaccurate Garment Labeling.’ 
(2010), p. 11-15.
686 European Commission, Commission Staff working Document, Guidance on the implementation/ Application of Directive 
2005/29/EC on Unfair Commercial Practices, Brussels, 3 December 2009, SEC (2009) 1666.
687 Commission Staff working Document, Guidance on the implementation/ Application of Directive 2005/29/EC on Unfair 
Commercial Practices, A comprehensive approach to stimulating cross-border e-Commerce for Europe’s citizens and businesses. 
Brussels, 25.05.2016. SWD (2016) 163 final, p. 28.
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In the case of the size designation system created by the ISO, the UCPD recognises the importance 
of self-regulation. Non-governmental bodies, such as code owners and self-regulatory bodies can 
play an important part in enforcement. In particular, Member States may stimulate appropriate 
monitoring by code owners on unfair commercial practices688. However, this is not deemed to be 
necessary in case of strict and rigorously applied self-regulatory codes as they might reduce the 
need for enforcement by an administrative or judicial system. Moreover, when industry operators 
largely comply with self-regulatory standards or codes of conduct, these standards may serve a 
useful term of reference for national authorities and courts to determine whether, in a particular 
case, a commercial practice is unfair689. 

4.7 Country of origin labelling

4.7.1 Current situation 
Country of origin labelling has been the subject of numerous debates in the T&C industry. One 
of the main stated purposes of origin marks was, and is, to allow consumers to make informed 
purchase decisions with regard to the origin of the product690. 

According to Eberl, a mark of origin (‘Made in’ label) is a permanent sign (word or symbol) on a 
product, which identifies its geographical origin (e.g. country, region or city)691. The European 
Community stated in the context of the mark of origin that ‘a textile product shall be deemed to 
originate in an EU-country only if it underwent at least two of the following stages of manufacture: 
spinning, weaving, finishing or making-up’692. The main arguments in favour of the made-in label 
scheme were initially to establish a ‘level playing field’ for the T&C industry in the whole of the 
then European Community and to improve European producers’ competitiveness as many 
trade partners outside the EU already required country of origin marking693. In addition, the 
introduction of this label would allow transparency on the processes in the supply chain, allowing 
the consumer to make a better informed purchasing decision. Generally, Community legislation 
requires a declaration of origin to accompany imported goods694; at the same time, EU legislation 
within the field of origin marking specifically for textile products is lacking. 

The supply chain of textile and clothing products is extremely globalised, fragmented and 
complicated. Raw materials (and the components and parts) for the textile production are 
produced, finished, inspected and shipped from one set of countries to another country where the 

688 Articles 10 and 11 UCPD, OJ L 149, 11.06.2005, p. 22–39.
689 SEC (2009) 1666 and SWD (2016) 163 final, p. 30.
690 Eberl, M. Replacing Country-of-Origin Designation with Regional Designation (2012), p. 9.
691 Ibidem.
692 Council Regulation (EEC) No 2913/92 of 12 October 1992 establishing the Community Customs Code, OJ L 302, p. 1, Article 22. 
693 VVA Europe, ‘Implementation of the new regulation on Market Surveillance: Indication of Origin’, final report 06.05.2015, p. 48-49.
694 Articles 59 to 61 of the Union Customs Code, Regulation (EU) No 952/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 
October 2013. OJ L 269/1, 10.10.2013.
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final products are assembled695. In literature, this phenomenon is called the ‘triple-transformation 
rule’ for textile products696.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Manders noted the importance of the introduction of mandatory 
legislation in order to ensure consumers’ right to accurate and reliable information697 with respect 
to the ‘Made in’ label. The current system may contribute to consumers being deceived by origin 
labels indicating ‘Made in the EU’ when production is actually outsourced to a third country. 
The regulation of origin marking would facilitate consumer choice and contribute to reducing 
fraudulent, inaccurate and/or misleading claims of origin698. In the absence of specific legislation, 
the European Parliament feared that consumers risk purchasing products, which have either 
been labelled misleadingly or have been counterfeited699. For textile manufacturers producing 
within the EU, the country of origin indication labelling might be an advantage as consumers 
perceive European quality standards and social conditions as high700, compared to, for instance, 
manufacturing in India. Thus, for manufacturers producing in Europe it might be of value to show 
consumers that the textile product is made in one of the EU Member States.

The next box provides an overview of the opinion of the Foreign Trade Association (FTA) 
regarding the ‘Made in’ label701. The FTA is a European association for trade policy and global 
supply chains. It is one of the most important voices in the industry as it brings together over 
1,300 retailers, importers, brand companies and national associations to improve the political and 
legal framework for trade. Therefore, their opinion is regarded as essential for the T&C industry. As 
such, much of what is said below in subsection 4.7.3 is derived from FTA statements.

695 Dicken, P. Global shift: Reshaping the global economic map in the 21st century. Sage (2003), p. 317-354.
696 Jones, V. C. International Trade: Rules of Origin. DIANE Publishing (2008), p. 6-7.
697 Chapter 2.3.7. See also interview Toine Manders, Appendix IV.
698 Press Release: ‘Made in’ labels should be compulsory for textiles, says Internal Market Committee, 22-03-2011, Committee: Internal 
Market and Consumer Protection ref. 20130114I PR05315 <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/nl/news-room/20110318IPR15855/
made-in-labels-should-be-compulsory-for-textiles> last viewed on 17 January 2017.
699 Ibidem.
700 Ibidem.
701 See also www.fta-eu.org last viewed on 25 March 2017.
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 Box 4.7 MADE IN … labelling should remain on a voluntary basis!702

The European Business community representatives and signatories of this paper strongly oppose 
the introduction of compulsory origin marking for products imported to the EU. It would be a clear 
statement of the European Union against free trade, and against the interests of both the European 
business community and European consumers, because the proposal …
… is inappropriate to create transparency;
… provides ambiguous and unreliable information;
… does not protect against counterfeiting and piracy;
… creates new bureaucratic barriers.
The European Business community representatives and signatories of this paper therefore call for 
rejection of the Commission proposal! 

In this regard, the FTA also stated that a mandatory country of origin label is an inappropriate tool 
to create transparency. The information could be unintelligible and inaccurate as by relying on the 
declaration of origin, the non-preferential customs origin rules in the UCC does not subsequently 
lead to the desired transparency. This is especially the case regarding the production process of 
textile products where textile fabrics and trimmings originate from diff erent geographical regions 
as questions arise about what could be seen as an ‘important stage of manufacture’. This issue is 
discussed further in this Chapter and Chapter 6.5.3.

In the scholarship, the introduction of new dimensions or levels of ‘Country of Origin’ (COO), 
such as ‘Country of Design’ (COD), ‘Country of Assembly’ (COA), ‘Country of Production’ (COP) and 
‘Country of Manufacture’ (COM) has been argued for703. 

702 http://redirect.ftave.org/doc/unp/opinion/en/Made_in_statement_hearing_all.pdf > last viewed on 25 March 2017.
703 Hamzaoui Essoussi, L, Merunka, D., ‘Consumers product evaluations in emerging markets: does country of design, country of 
manufacture, or brand image matter?’ International Marketing Review 24.4 (2007), p. 409-426;
Ha-Brookshire, J. E. ‘Country of parts, country of manufacturing, and country of origin: Consumer purchase preferences and the 
impact of perceived prices’. Clothing and Textiles Research Journal, 30.1 1 (2012), p 19-34.
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The term COD refers to the country where the final product was initially conceived. The 
abbreviation COA describes the country where the product is partially or fully assembled but not 
ready-made. The three capital letters of COP stand for the country where component parts are 
produced. COM refers to the country where the final product is manufactured and ready-made704. 

Many companies today reveal both COO and COM information on their labels. For example, G-Star 
Raw, a Dutch designer clothing company, cited ‘COD: Netherlands’ on their clothing products 
whereas the T-shirts are made in Dhaka and obviously are cited as ‘COM: Bangladesh’705. 

According to Brookshire and Jung the ‘one country’ origin determinations are misleading in 
the case of hybrid or multinational products and thus multilevel COO displays must be utilized 
to reflect the production process706. This would help consumers be less subject to fraud or 
deception that may occur from inaccurate COO labels and less turned off by an exorbitant price 
for completely locally-made products707. 

Bhaduri & Ha-Brookshire stated that the majority of the clothing companies do not provide 
accurate, in-depth and comprehensive information on the movement of their raw materials 
and parts and the final manufacturing locations708. Thus, it is extremely difficult for consumers 
to acquire the information on where the major components, such as fabrics, were sourced from 
and assembled. Still, companies strongly believe that consumers pay attention to the relationship 
between COO and COM when making purchasing decisions709. There are even a few examples 
of companies that originate from emerging economies but manufacture textile products for 
companies in developing economies, such as Prada, Louis Vuitton, Armani, Calvin Klein,710. For 
example, Chinese fashion firms established manufacturers in Italy in order to capitalise on the 
‘Made in Italy’ label as this has favourable COO associations711.

704 Lee, W. J., Phau I., & Rajat R. ‘‘Bonds’ or ‘Calvin Klein’ Down-under: Consumer ethnocentric and brand country origin effects towards 
men’s underwear.’ Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management 17.1 (2013), p. 65-84.
705 Arora, A. S., et al. ‘Consumer response to diffusion brands and luxury brands: The role of country of origin and country of 
manufacture.’ Journal of International Consumer Marketing 27.1 (2015), p. 3-26.
706 Ha-Brookshire, J. E. Clothing and Textiles Research Journal, 30.1 (2012), p 19-34.
707 Ibidem. 
708 Bhaduri, G., & Ha-Brookshire, J. ‘Do transparent business practices pay? Exploration of transparency and consumer purchase 
intention.’ Clothing and Textiles Research Journal 29.2 (2011), p. 135-149.
The triple-transformation rule means that the raw materials (fiber), the cloth and the clothing itself must be processed within the free 
trade region in order to be Nafta-eligible and therefore obtain the mark ‘Made in the US’. However, many manufacturers in the US do 
mark their products as being of US origin although one of the production processes was outside the Nafta countries.
709 Melnyk, V., Klein, K. & Volckner, F. ‘The double-edged sword of foreign brand names for companies from emerging countries.’ 
Journal of Marketing 76.6 (2012), p. 21–37.
710 Donadio, R. ‘Chinese remake the ‘Made in Italy’ fashion label.’ (2010). <http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/13/world/
europe/13prato.html?pagewanted=all> last viewed on 15 January 2017. 
711 Arora, A. S. et al. ‘Consumer Response to Diffusion Brands and Luxury Brands: The Role of Country of Origin and Country of 
Manufacture.’ Journal of International Consumer Marketing 27.1 (2015), p. 3-26.
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4.7.2 Country of origin labelling vs. consumers & consumer organisations
A review of the literature indicates that academic researchers have debated the extent to which 
extent country of origin has an impact on consumers’ willingness to buy a product. Research 
conducted by Oberecker and Diamantopoulos712 shows that the country of origin matters to 
consumers when consumers have imperfect knowledge or lack knowledge about the product. 
Other studies713 note that the brand or the origin of the design is often more important for 
the consumer than the country of origin. Examples mentioned include Nike shoes, which are 
perceived by US consumers as ‘American’ even though they are in fact manufactured in China714. 
In general, consumers may be deceived regarding the true origin of products by lack of/or 
misleading COO labels and could be unable to make an informed purchase decision. Additionally, 
transparency of origin as an ethical argument should be taken into account for consumers who 
for reasons of principle avoid buying products from certain countries with, for instance, a poor 
human rights record or a political system that conflict with their own715. A good example is the 
call for a boycott of ‘Made in China’ products by the consumer movement ‘Ethical Consumer’ as 
a response to Chinese violations of the most basic humans rights in its continuing occupation of 
Tibet716.

The outcome of a recent consumer survey confirmed the importance of the labelled ‘country 
of origin’ information as 64% of the interviewed consumers regarded the country of origin 
information to some extent as valuable, irrespective of how they chose to interpret the disclosure 
of the country of origin information717. With reference to the latter, it has been noted that 
consumers occasionally perceive the origin label as misleading by assuming that the supplied 
information does not reflect the production country of the product accurately718. Conveying 
accurate and reliable country of origin information could have a positive impact on more than a 
quarter of the consumers who claim to ‘always’ take labels into account when shopping and, to 
a lesser extent, on the almost 40% who claim to ‘sometimes’ do so719. The findings of the survey 
reveal that in terms of the most common reason for consumers not using origin labels is that they 

712 Oberecker, E. M., & Diamantopoulos, A. ‘Consumers’ Emotional Bonds with Foreign Countries: Does Consumer Affinity Affect 
Behavioral Intentions?’ Journal of International Marketing 19, no. 2 (2011), p. 45-72. 
713 Krupka, Z., Ozretic-Dosen, D., & Previsic, J. ‘Impact of perceived brand name origin on fashion brand’s perceived luxury.’ Acta 
Polytechnica Hungarica 11.3 (2014), p. 153-166. See also Godey, B. et al. ‘Interactions between Country Of Origin (CoO) and brand on 
consumer behaviour: An international research investigation on luxury brands in 7 countries.’ (2010), p. 1-37. 
<http://www.marketing-trendscongress.com/archives/2010/Materiali/Paper/Fr/ Godey_Pederzoli_ Aiello_etAL.pdf> last viewed on 
10 January 2017. 
714 Bertoli, G. International marketing and the country of origin effect: the global impact of ‘made in Italy’. Edward Elgar Publishing 
(2013), p. 157-159.
715 See <http://redirect.ftave.org/doc/unp/opinion/en/Made_in_statement_hearing_all.pdf> last viewed on 01 February 2017.
716 See <www.ethicalconsumer.org> last viewed on 01 February 2017.
717 Viz. the consumer could be misinterpreted the country of origin information. The consumers noted a certain quality (higher or 
lower) and (better or worse) working conditions of the labelled than non-labelled country of origin products. 
See European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’ (2013), p. 90. <http://www.industriall-europe.eu/Sectors/ TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20-%20
final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
718 Ibidem.
719 Ibidem European Commission, Matrix Insight, p. 54. See also Euro barometer. ‘Awareness of the origin of the products or services 
bought, including textile’ (November 2010). <http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2010/november/tradoc_146948.pdf> last 
viewed on 17 January 2017. 
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rarely notice these labels at all. The second most frequently mentioned reason is the lack of trust 
regarding the disclosure of country of origin information on these labels. The study suggested 
that, if implemented correctly and made public to consumers, a European definition of country of 
origin could initially be based on the UCC definition720. As mentioned in Chapter 2, this definition 
means that if one country is involved in the production of a textile product, the ‘wholly obtained’ 
concept will be applied. If a product is not wholly obtained in a country, its origin is generally 
determined according to the principle of last substantial transformation721. An alternative could 
be to establish a definition of country of origin in accordance with the provisions of the GPSD, 
which will be set out in Section 4.7.4.

Consumer organisations cited the difficulties with COO labelling as a consequence of the various 
stages in the international supply chain of textile products722. One of the consumer organisations 
emphasised the need for clear definitions and subsequently the need for quality control of the 
information provided723. The Commission’s proposal states that the ‘Made in’ label should give 
the country in which the last substantial change to the textile product occurred724. According to 
consumer organisations this may not be comprehensive enough for the consumer, as they may 
want to know where the fabrics originate from as well725. Thus, traceability should become a key 
aspect at all stages of the supply chain in order to convey accurate information to consumers.

4.7.3 Country of origin labelling vs. the textile industry & textile industry 
organisations
The textile industry is keen to take part in the debate on the new Product Safety Regulation (CPSR) 
as, if adopted in its present shape, labelling of the country of origin will become mandatory for 
textiles726. The European Parliament sought to include country of origin marking already in the 
Textile Regulation727 but this requirement was removed from the proposal of that Regulation 
due to disagreement in the Council728. In order to be more specific, the legislative process on 
this proposal was concluded at the Council level because of a disagreement among Member 
States on the proposed mandatory obligation to mark the country of origin on each consumer 
product729. Several stakeholders, such as Euratex, pointed to the problems with adopting a 

720 See Glossary.
721 OJ L 269, 10.10.2013, p. 30. 
722 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’ (2013), p. 75. <http://www.industrialleurope.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20-%20
final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
723 Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 43-44. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2010/429992/IPOL-IMCO_ET(2010)429992_EN.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017.
724 COM (2005), 661, 16.12.2005.
725 Ibidem. 
726  Article 7 of the proposal for a regulation on consumer product safety (COM (2013), 78). See also VVA Europe, Implementation of 
the new regulation on Market Surveillance: Indication of Origin, final report 06.05.2015, p. 6-7.
727 Regulation 1007/2011, OJ L 272, 18.10.2011.
728 Library Briefing, Library of the European Parliament, (06/05/2013). <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/bibliotheque/
briefing/2013/130513/LDM_BRI(2013)130513_REV1_EN.pdf> last viewed on 12 February 2017. 
729 Commission welcomes European Parliament vote for safer products and better market surveillance, Brussels 15 April 2014, 
European Commission, Press Release, <http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-432_en.htm> last viewed on 15 January 2017.
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uniform definition of country of origin730. They expressed uncertainty as to whether the ‘country 
of origin’ definition should indicate the country of origin of the fibre where the main assembly of 
the product took place, where the product was finalised, or somewhere else. The supply chain of 
textile products varies in production steps. Therefore, the fabric can be altered or treated in many 
different countries, which are not shown on the label731. 

Based on this observation, the T&C industries suggested the introduction of a standard defining 
the meaning of the expression ‘Made in’ which could reduce the prevalence of misleading 
claims732. Moreover, it could be of value to manufacturers producing within the EU to show 
consumers that the product is made in an EU Member State. In general, the T&C industry in 
Northern Europe tends to be against a ‘Made in’ label approach as it tends towards outsourcing of 
the production worldwide733. For example, Hennes & Mauritz, selling under the brand H&M, has 
production facilities worldwide. The supplier list, which covers 95 percent of H&M’s production, 
includes 785 suppliers worldwide who, in turn, operate 1,798 factories734.

In contrast, the T&C industry in Southern and Eastern Europe are in favour of a ‘Made in’ label 
due to the fact that production mainly takes place within that part of Europe.735 For example, 
Inditex, originating from Spain, is one of the main fashion distributors in the world and has 
eight commercial brands (Zara, Pull and Bear, Massimo Dutti, Bershka, Stradivarius, Oysho, Zara 
Home and Uterqüe) and over 6,460 stores in 88 countries. Over 50% of the Group’s production 
is manufactured locally, mainly in Spain and Portugal, and both this production and the rest, 
regardless of its origin, goes to the logistics centres of each chain in Spain, from which it is 
distributed to all the stores736.

The industry noted that the proposed CPSR concerns only goods imported into the EU from third 
countries and it requires that the origin marking is present at the time of entry into the Single 
Market737. The stakeholders stated that consequently this might lead to lengthy customs controls 
if all ‘Made in’ labels were to be checked738. In practice, however, due to the immense flow of 
goods it is no longer possible for customs officers to check every declaration. Therefore, custom 
control is, inter alia, conducted by random checking of declarations739. 

730 VVA Europe, Implementation of the new regulation on Market Surveillance: Indication of Origin, final report 06.05.2015, p. 74.
731 Kidmose Rytz B., Sylvest, J., & Brown, A. ‘Study on labelling of textile products’ (2010), p. 32. 
732 European Commission, Matrix Insight, ‘Study of the need and options for the harmonisation of the labelling of textile and clothing 
products’ (2013), p. 41. See <http://www.industriall-europe.eu/Sectors/TCL/2013/Study%20labelling%20textile%20products%20
-%20final%20report%20Matrix.pdf> last viewed on 15 March 2017. 
733 Ibidem Kidmose Rytz, B., Sylvest, J. & Brown, A., p. 32.
734 H&M Goes Public with List of Suppliers, 04 April 2013 <www.H&M.com> last viewed on 31 January 2017. 
See also <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-04-04/h-and-m-goes-public-with-list-of-suppliers> last viewed on 31 
January 2015.
735 Ibidem ‘Study in Labelling of textile products’, p. 32.
736 See <http://www.inditex.com/en/sustainability/suppliers> last viewed on 15 January 2017. Last viewed on 23 January 2017.
737 VVA Europe, Implementation of the new regulation on Market Surveillance: Indication of Origin, final report 06.05.2015, p. 44-46.
738 Ibidem.
739 Fabio, M. Customs law of the European Union, Kluwer Law International (2010), p. 31.
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However, since this checking is random and not systematic, inaccurate or not transparent origin 
information would not be corrected. Subsequently, the information on the declaration of origin 
in accordance with the UCC does not provide accurate information pertaining to the country of 
origin of the product. For example, in the case of the production of a coat, the inner fabric may 
be sourced from Korea whereas the outer material might be imported from Vietnam. Both parts 
are assembled in Spain. According to the proposal, the coat should be labelled ‘Made in Spain’. 
From the consumer’s perspective, the label would not improve his or her position in making an 
informed transactional decision. The information the consumer receives is fairly ambiguous and 
might be seen as deceitful from certain viewpoints. 

Thus, compliance with the UCC does not necessarily lead to the kind of information the consumer 
is seeking for regarding the country of origin designation. From the perspective of the consumer, 
country of origin information based on the UCC might be considered to be useless if the consumer 
is seeking more information regarding the various stages of the production process of a textile 
product. In contrast to the above, the next box sets out an example of a clothing company with an 
extensively detailed digital dossier about the material, manufacturing details and carbon footprint 
of the product. The company claims to communicate the “honesty of the business” as promised in 
the label. Interestingly, according to the company, the only reason that T&C companies do not 
provide this information is because consumers do not understand that they can demand it. As 
the founder of a prominent fashion label stated: “If people [consumers] asked for it, it can happen 
tomorrow”740. Following this, if consumers demanded detailed country of origin information, the 
industry would need to meet this. 

740 Fletcher, K. & Tham, M., eds. Handbook of Sustainability and Fashion. Routledge, (2014), p. 166.
See also <https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/sustainable-fashion-blog/bruno-pieters-honest-by-fashion-label-
transparency> last viewed on 6 September 2016.
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Box 4.8 Honest BY741

4.7.4 Country of origin labelling & Horizontal legislation 
The GPSD742 applies to the country of origin labelling, as the Directive obliges manufacturers 
and distributors to provide consumers with suffi  cient, clearly worded and easily comprehensible 
information on the origin of the product743. The Directive includes a defi nition of what is a safe 
product744 and, importantly, sets out that, when there is no specifi c European or national rules, 
the safety of the product is to be assessed according to, among others, European standards, 
providing indications for safety labelling of specifi c products745. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the EC published a proposal for a CPSR, which aims to replace the 
GPSD746. The proposed CPSR puts emphasis on enhanced product identifi cation and traceability 
(Article 7). Additionally, the procedures to develop new or update existing standards are 

741 Edited source: <www.honestby.com> last viewed on 14 November 2016.
742 Directive 2001/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 December 2001 on general product safety, OJ L 11, 
15.1.2002, p. 4–17.
743 Article 5 GPSD. OJ L 11, 15.1.2002, p. 4–17.
744 Article 2(b) GPSD. OJ L 11, 15.1.2002, p. 4–17.
745 Article 3(2) GPSD. OJ L 11, 15.1.2002, p. 4–17.
746 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Consumer Product Safety and repealing Council 
Directive 87/367/EEC and Directive 2001/95/EC, COM (2013) 78 fi nal 2013/0049 (COD).
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significantly simplified and, therefore, enhance the role of standards in the field of consumer 
product safety747. The CPSR obliges manufacturers and importers to ensure that either these 
products or their packaging or accompanying documents bear an indication of the country of 
origin or are labelled ‘Made in EU’ when the country of origin is a Member State748. 

However, the abovementioned provision leaves the definition of ‘country of origin’ up in the air 
as, relying on the declaration of origin in accordance with the non-preferential customs origin rules 
in the UCC would not subsequently lead to transparency about the origin of products. Especially 
regarding the supply chain of the T&C industry, where textiles fabrics and trimmings originate 
from different geographical regions, questions arise about what could be seen as an ‘important 
stage of manufacture’. Therefore, a mandatory origin label should be included on textile products 
that defines different levels of country of origin such as, COD, COA, COP and COM749 in order 
to convey intelligible and accurate information to consumers. It should be pointed out that the 
provision of too detailed information on labels runs the risk of an overload of information for 
consumers, resulting in consumer indifference or loss of confidence750.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, case law reveals that Member States are divided as to the meaning 
of the term ‘country of origin’. Some courts held that this refers to the concept of ‘manufacturing 
geographical origin’ in accordance with provisions of the former Community Custom Code (now 
replaced by the UCC751), while some others that the expression refers to the ‘juridical origin’ of 
a product752, which is exclusively connected to the manufacturer having responsibility for the 
product itself. In general terms, an indication of source is deemed to be deceptive when the use of 
marks, images or anything else may induce consumers to believe that the product originates from 
a specific country. For example, the expression ‘designed and produced in Italy’ on apparel products 
manufactured in Moldava has been deemed as false and deceptive information provided to 
consumers on the geographical origin of the product753.

The UCPD requires labels not to be misleading to consumers and for material information to be 
provided to consumers754. As such, it applies to questions of country of origin and traceability. It is, 
however, difficult to ascertain whether a label is in accordance with the Directive as this depends 
on what definition of the country of origin is used and whether that definition itself complies with 

747 Commission welcomes European Parliament vote for safer products and better market surveillance, Brussels 15 April 2014, 
European Commission, Press Release, <http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-432_en.htm> last viewed on 15 January 2017. 
748 See the proposal for a new Consumer Product Safety Regulation, (and then specify where).
749 Hamzaoui Essoussi, L, Merunka, D. ‘Consumers product evaluations in emerging markets: does country of design, country of 
manufacture, or brand image matter?’ International Marketing Review 24.4 (2007), p. 409-426;
Ha-Brookshire, J. E. Country of parts, country of manufacturing, and country of origin: Consumer purchase preferences and the 
impact of perceived prices. Clothing and Textiles Research Journal, 30.1 (2012), p 19-34.
750 Verbeke, Wim. ‘Agriculture and the food industry in the information age.’ European Review of Agricultural Economics 32.3 (2005), 
p. 347-368.
751 Regulation (EU) No 952/2013 of the Euopean Parliament and of the Council of 9 October 2013. OJ L 269/1, 10.10.2013.
752 See on <http://www.cajola.com/files/2010LegalInformativeNewsletterN%C2%B04-Madeinproductlabeling.pdf> last viewed on 
15 November 2016.
753 Ibidem.
754 Article 6 and 7 UCPD, OJ L 149, 11.06.2005, p. 22–39.
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the UCPD. This is difficult to ascertain since the provisions of the UCPD have been drafted at a 
more abstract level. The Directive defines material information as including information, which the 
average consumer needs, according to the context, to make an informed transactional decision. 
If an invitation to purchase may be perceived as a commercial practice, then material information 
will also include ‘the geographical address of the trader’ and the geographical address of any 
other trader on whose behalf he is acting, where this is not apparent from the other material 
information provided755. However, the geographical address of the trader does not need to be the 
same as the country of origin of a product, especially if the latter is determined as COD or COM, for 
example. The question then remains whether consumers would perceive information on various 
origins of the production process of textile products as material information. We could assume 
that at least some consumers could be influenced in the context of making a transactional decision 
if the origin designation of the product in question is either wrong or sufficiently ambiguous. As 
mentioned earlier, in general, the average consumer perceives the geographical origin as country 
of origin of the products as determining the characteristics of the product.

4.8 Conclusion 

The objective of this chapter is to analyse in what way self-regulatory (voluntary) labelling schemes 
safeguard consumer rights to accurate and reliable information on textile and clothing labels. 
In general, the EU has developed a body of general consumer law that partially influences how 
traders label their textile products. This encompasses instruments designed to ensure the safety 
of products placed on the market, instruments protecting consumers from unfair commercial 
practices, as well as instruments, which seek to guarantee that consumers are provided with clear 
and correct information in order to make a purchase decision. Thus, it can be concluded that 
pursuant to these general rules of consumer protection the conveyed information on the label 
should be useful and appraisable for the consumer to enable him or her to make an informed 
transactional decision. 

In the field of chemical substances in textiles, mandatory labelling requirements apply. The 
justification of the introduction of this regulation is that the health of consumers may be at 
stake. The lack of information disclosures has been pointed out as a major obstacle for consumer 
protection. Representatives of the textile industry noted that there is poor consumer demand for 
a chemical substances label as textiles have not been considered to be dangerous for the health 
of the consumer. However, this is in contrast with the numbers of RAPEX notifications756, reports 
from Greenpeace757 and the study of the Swedish Chemical Agency (KEMI)758. 

755 Article 6 UCPD, OJ L 149, 11.06.2005, p. 22–39.
756 www.eubusiness.com, last viewed on 25 March 2014.
757 Greenpeace (2014). ‘A little story about the monsters in your closet’ <http://www.greenpeace.org/eastasia/publications/reports/
toxics/2014/little-story-monsters-closet/> last viewed on 15 January 2017.
758 See <www.kemi.se> last viewed on 15 January 2017.
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Currently, care, size, CSR and COO labelling is being addressed by voluntary standards on both 
an EU and international level. Currently, COO labelling is addressed by the Commission proposal 
for a CPSR, which might provide for a cross-sector solution to country of origin and traceability 
related aspects of products. The care-labelling regime is generally based on the ISO/GINETEX759 
care symbols. Major European consumer organisations are not following the recommendations 
in the field of care labelling, which may indicate that care labelling is not regarded as a priority. 
According to the consumer organisations, it seems that the current ISO/GINETEX care labelling 
system constitutes good practice and poses only minor problems to consumers within the EU. 
The consumer organisations would prefer the system to be made mandatory as this would 
increase consumer confidence by ensuring that consumers always encounter the same wash 
symbols throughout Europe.

The textile industry argued that the legal implications of introducing a mandatory care, size and 
CSR labelling scheme in the EU would be that the economic operators would require additional 
tests to be carried out as the businesses may held liable if they did not provide the consumers 
with correct care instructions.

However, it is obviously difficult or even impossible for an average consumer to judge any claims 
regarding, for example, the use of chemicals, CSR production or the country of origin aspect of the 
textile products. In the light of the UCPD, claims made about the characteristics of a product, such 
as the ecological characteristics of a textile product, are also important for identifying the product 
and the applicable sector legislation. Most of the applicable sector legislations discussed in this 
thesis require that claims are substantiated. The verification can be done by an expert authority 
on the basis of all available evidence but usually has to be demonstrated by the person seeking an 
authorisation or the person who places a product on the market. However, detailed requirements 
for specific testing methods are lacking and have to be decided on a case-by-case basis.

Moreover, consumers report that they encounter difficulty in understanding which products are 
truly environmentally-friendly as well as understanding the meaning of (environmental) logos 
and care symbols. Added to this, consumers seem to make no distinction between non-certified 
(self-declarations) and third-party certified labels760. Self-declared green claims are made by 
an organisation on the basis of text, a label or logo (often registered as a trademark) without 
involving external review by an independent third party. The level of control is much lower in 
comparison to third-party certified claims and therefore they contain a higher risk of providing 
consumers with incorrect information. 

In the light of the honest use of codes of conduct and trust marks, such as the aforementioned 
self-created CSR logos by T&C companies, the provision of the UCPD does not oblige Member 
States to control of unfair commercial practices by code owners, nor does it require them to foster 

759 ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is the world’s largest developer of voluntary International Standards.
760 See Chapter 4 and Consumer Market Study on environmental claims for non-food products (2014).
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the development of codes. Article 17 requires Member States, where appropriate, to encourage 
traders and code owners to inform consumers of their code of conduct, for example, by placing 
an additional hangtag on the textile product. 

Furthermore, it should be highlighted that the indication of a country of origin on a label does not 
necessarily provide comprehensive information as to where the product has been manufactured. 
In cases where textile products and the constituent parts are manufactured in the global supply 
chain, the principle of the last substantial transformation of the UCC would not necessarily 
provide the consumer with an accurate or reliable picture as to where the product in question 
has been manufactured. 

An interesting fact is, as can be retrieved from the UCPD online database and as Pavillon noted, 
that the blacklist seems to have a deterrent eff ect as there are hardly any administrative or court 
decisions regarding the honest use of codes of conduct (blacklist provisions). Thus, on the sub-
question of in what way do voluntary labelling schemes safeguard consumers’ right to accurate 
and reliable information on T&C products, the following answer can be given. Generally, the UCPD 
ensures that consumers and professional users are not misled by false or misleading claims about 
the characteristics of a product. The focus of the UCPD is to determine whether the information is 
‘material’ and is ‘needed’ by the ‘average consumer’ in order for them to make an informed decision. 
As mentioned in this chapter, at least the information regarding sizing and care instruction is 
considered by consumers as material information. However, due to the unharmonised and 
fragmented self-regulation of care and size labelling requirements, the average consumer will 
remain uncertain about the signifi cance of the information on textile labels – quite apart from the 
magnitude of labels and hangtags and the diversity of symbols used on T&C products. Moreover, 
due to the lack of compulsory legislation on labelling requirements, between 30% and 50% of 
textile products within the EU are unlabelled (excluding the mandatory fi bre composition labels). 
Therefore, the T&C industry is omitting or providing potentially misleading material information 
needed by the consumer to make an informed choice. The result is that the average consumer 
will remain uncertain about the characteristics of the T&C products and will face problems 
while making a well-informed purchase decision. The absence of other forms of labelling (CSR, 
chemical substances and COO) might have some negative eff ect if they could be seen as material 
information. This is likely the case for chemical substances given the potential health issues but 
less so for other forms of labelling.


